
SUMMARY OF MEETING ON NNWSI 88-9 QA PLAN

A meeting was held between representatives of the NRC and DOE
on July 8, 1988 in the NRC's White Flint North building in
Rockville, Md. The purpose of the meeting was to discuss the
NNWSI Quality Assurance Plan, NNWSI 88-9, Revision 0
(formerly 196-17).

The participants also included representatives from the State
of Nevada, General Accounting Office, Utility Nuclear Waste
Management Group (EEI), and private industry. A list of
attendees is attached as Enclosure 1.

The NRC staff had 30 open QA items as a result of its review
of the 88-9 document; DOE responses to the August 25, 1986
and November 21, 1986 NRC requests for additional
information; NQA-3 draft standard for waste managment QA; and
the staff's internal draft of the revision to the June 1984
QA Review Plan.

At the meeting, the DOE provided responses to the NRC's open
items (Enclosure 2) and amended responses to the DOE's
previous resolutions on SOP-02-01 (Enclosure 3). Some of the
major items that were resolved were QA GTP guidance on Peer
Review, Qualification of Existing Data, and Q-List (NUREGs
1297, 1298, and 1318 respectively), software QA, and special
processes. Based on information provided at the meeting, the
staff indicated that one open item remained for the 88-9
review, the DOE rationale for including Criterion XI "Test
Control" measures in their controls for Scientific
Investigations. A Justification was provided by DOE to the
staff near the end of the meeting and will be reviewed by the
staff. In addition, the staff will perform a detailed review
of the other DOE responses and notify the DOE of any problems
prior to the DOE formal submittal of a revised 88-9 to the
NRC. Three open items were identified which do not affect
the review of 88-9 but will be tracked on the master list of
open items from the July 7, 1988 meeting. They are QA
measures for study plans, NRC review of the OCRWM QA program,
and QA measures for conceptual designs.
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NNWSI/88-9 QUESTIONS

1. The DOE letter dated May 19, 1988 forwarding the NNWSI QA Plan 88-9
Revision 0, (QA Plan), indicates that the staff guidance in the Q-list,
Peer Review, and Qualification of Existing Data GTP's (NUREG-1318, 1297,
and 1298 respectively) will be incorporated into the OCRWM Quality
Assurance Requirements document and the NNWSI plan revised as necessary
to conform to the OCRWM document. These topics will remain as open items
until either the positions are incorporated into the NNWSI plan or
alternatives to these positions are provided by DOE and found acceptable
by the NRC staff.

Notwithstanding the above, the NRC staff reviewed the QA Plan against the
positions in the staff's technical positions. Peer reviews and Q-list
development, as currently addressed in the QA plan, meet many of the
staff positions. Several for Q-list are not addressed, but will be
described in implementing procedures which the staff will review. The
NNWSI requirements for qualification of existing data differ in many ways
from the staff's guidance. All three of these open items need to be
fully resolved for the staff to accept the QA Plan.

RESOLUTION

The subject NUREGs are considered applicable and will be specifically referenced
in the NNWSI QA Plan, NNWSI/88-9, Rev. 1. The following changes to NNWSI/88-9
will be made:

1) Section II, page 2, Para. 1.4, 3rd sentence will be revised to read:
"Requirements applicable to this activity shall be consistent with
NUREG-1298 (February 1988)." Appendix G will be deleted.

2) Section II, page 3, para. 1.5.2, 2nd sentence will be revised to read:
"This procedure shall meet the requirements of NUREG-1318 (April 1988)."

3) Section III, page 13, para. 4 A new sentence will be added after the
first sentence which reads: 4"Peer reviews shall meet the requirements of
NUREG-1297 (February 1988)." The remainder of para. 4.0 will remain the
unchanged.

It should be noted that future revisions of N REGS 1297, 1298 and 1318 will
not be imposed upon DOE without completion of the appropriate review/comment
process.



2. Our letter of August 25, 1986 had a general comment that Level I, as

defined by NNWSI, excluded the waste package. NNWSI appears to have

addressed this concern, but some ambiguity still remains in the QA Plan.

Page v states that "the definition of QA Level I was modified in 
Section

II, ¶ 2.2.2.1 and Appendix A to avoid the presumption that items and

activities associated with the waste package would not be QA Level 
I."

Section 2.2.2.1 still does not conform with the language in NUREG-1318

and as a result, is still ambiguous regarding the inclusion of the waste

package on the Q-list. In particular, this section states that

engineered and natural barriers which "inhibit" the release of

radionuclides are on the Q-list. The principle function of the waste

package is to "contain" waste for period of 300-1000 years. It is not

clear whether this different wording would have an effect on the

inclusion of the waste package on the Q-list.

The staff suggests that in revising the QA Plan to conform to NUREG-1318,

DOE either use the exact wording in that position or provide acceptable

alternatives.

RESOLUTION

This item is no longer applicable based on the resolution of Item #1.

NNWSI/88-9, Rev. 0 will be revised for consistency with NUREG-1318. The

Introduction and Sections I, II and III of NNWSI/88-9 will be revised

accordingly. This revision will be reflected in Revision 1 to the NNWSI

QA Plan.



3. In a letter to DOE dated November 13, 1987, the staff identified software
QA as an area where requirements are still being developed by the nuclear
industry, DOE and NRC. The QA Plan will need to be revised at a later
date as nuclear consensus standards are completed (e.g., NQA-2 and/or
NQA-3), or as internal DOE groups, such as the Technical Code
Coordinating Group, define internal DOE practices.

The NNWSI plan has failed to include the general guidance on software QA
from Section 3.1 of NQA-1 Supplement 35-1 (Enclosure 1). The staff
recommends that it be included in the QA Plan.

RESOLUTION

The NNWSI QA Plan, NNWSI/88-9, Section III will be revised and a new Appendix
will be added to address this issue. (See attachment). The attachment shall
be modified as follows:

1) delete "with the level of commercial support available."

2) put a period (.) after ...of the software.

3) Add following sentence: Where commercial auxiliary software is used, all
available documentation from the software supplier shall be obtained. It
is recognized that source code is generally not available and controls
are limited to unique version identification and user-related manuals.



SUPPLEMENT 3S-1 ANSI/ASME NQA-1-1986 EDITION

SUPPLEMENT 3S-1
SUPPLEMENTARY REQUIREMENTS FOR DESIGN CONTROL

1 GENERAL

This Supplement provides amplified require-
ments for design control. It supplements the re-
quirements of Basic Requirement 3 of this Standard
and shall be used in conjunction with that Basic
Requirement when and to the extent specified by
the organization invoking this Standard.

2 DESIGN INPUT

Applicable design inputs such as design bases,
performance requirements, regulatory require-
ments, codes, and standards, hall be identified
and documented, and their selec in reviewed and
approved by the responsible design organization.
The design input shall be specified and approved
on atimely basis and tothe level of detail necessary
to permit the design activity to be carrie out in a
correct manner and to provide a consistent basis
for making design decisions, accomplishing de-
sign verification measures, and evaluating sign
changes. Changes from approved design inputs,
including the reason for the changes, shall be iden-
tified, approved, documented,. and controlled.

3. DESIGN PROCESS

The responsible design organization shall pre-
scribe and document the design activities on a
timely basis and to the level of detail necessary to
permit the design process to be carried out in a
correct manner, and to permit verification that the
design meets requiremen Design documents
shall be adequate to support facility design, con-
struction, and operation. Appropriate quality stan-
dards shall be identified and documented, and
their selection reviewed and approved

Changes from specified quality standards, in-
cluding the reasons for the changes, shall be iden-
tified, approved, documented, and controlled.

Design methods, materials, parts, equipment, and
-processes that are essential to the function of the
structure, system, or component shall be selected
and reviewed for suitability of application. Appli-
cable information derived from experience, as set
forth in reports or other documentation, shall be
made availble to cognizant design personnel. The
final design approved design output documents
and approved changes thereto) shall:

(a) be relatable to the design input by docu-
mentation in sufficient detail to permit design ver-
ification; and

(b) identify assemblies and/or components that
are part of the item being designed. When such an
assembly or component part is a commercial grade
item that, prior to its installation, is modified or se-
lected by special inspectio and/or testing to
requirements that are more restrictive than the
Supplier's published productdesciption,thecom-
ponent part shall be represented as different from
the commercial grade item in a mann traceable
to a documented definition of the difference.

3.1 Design Analyses

Design analyses shall be performed in a planned,
controlled, and documented manner Design anal-

ysis documents shall be legible and in a form suit-
able for reproduction, filing, and retrieval. They
shall be sufficientlydetailed asto purpose, method,
assumptions, design input, references, and units
such that a person technically qualified in the sub-
ject can review and understand the analyses and
verify the adequacy of the results without recourse
to the originator. Calculations shall be identifiable
by subject (including structure, system, or com-
ponent to which the calculation applies), origi-
nator, reviewer, and date; or by other data such
that the calculations are retrievable.

(a) Computer programs may be utilized for de-
sign analysis without individual verification of the
program for each application provided:
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(1) the computer program has been verified to
show that it produces correct solutions for the en-
coded mathematical model within defined limits
for each parameter employed; and

(2) the encoded mathematical model has been
shown to produce a valid solution to the physical
problem associated with the particular applica-
tion.
Computer programs shall be controlled to assure
that changes are documented and approved byau-
thorized personnel. Where changes to previously
verified computer programs are made, verification
shall be required for the change, including eval-
uation of the effects of these changes on (1) and (2)
above.

(b) Documentation of design analyses shall in-
clude (1) through (6) below:

(1) definition of the objective of the analyses;
(2) definition of design inputs and their

sources;
(3) results of literature searches or other ap-

plicable background data;
(4) identification of assumptions and indica-

tion of those that must be verified as the design
proceeds;

(5) identification of any computer calculation,
including computer type, computer program (eg.,
name), revision identification, inputs, outputs, evi-
dence of or reference to computer program veri-
fication, and the bases (or reference thereto)
supporting application of the computer program
to the specific physical problem;

(6) review and approval.

the gn inputs used in the design or, provided
the supervisor is the only individual in the orga-
nization competent to perform the verification.
Cursory supervisory reviews do not satisfy the in-
tent of this Standard.

Verification shall be performed in a timely man-
ner. Design verification, for the level of design ac-
tivity accomplished, shall be performed prior to
release for procurement, manufacture, construc-
tion, or release to another organization for use in
other design activities except those cases where
this timing cannot be met, such as when insuffi-
cient data exist. In those cases, the verified por-
tion of the design shall be identified and controlled.
In all cases the design verification shall be com-
pleted prior to relying upon the component, sys-
tem, or structure to perform its function.

4.1 Extent of Design Verification

The extent of the design verification required is
a function of the importance to the safety of the
item under consideration, the complexity of the
design the degree of standardization, the state of
the art, and the similarity with previously proven
designs. Where the design has been subjected to
a verification rocess in accordance with this Stan-
dard, the verification process need not be dupli-
cated for identical designs. However, the
applicability of standardized or previously proven
designs, with respect to meeting pertinent design
inputs, shall be veried for each application.
Known problems affecting the standard or previ-
ouslyproven designs and their effects on other fea-
tures shall be considered. The original design and
associated verification measures shall be ade-
quately documented and referenced in the files of
subsequent application of the design.

Where changes to previously verified designs
have been made, design verification all be re-
quired for the changes, including evaluation of the
effects of those changes on the overall design and
on any degign analyses upon which the design is
based that a affected by the change to previously
verified desig

4.2 Methods

Acceptable verification methods include, but are
not limited to, any one or combination of the fol-
lowing: design reviews, alteternate calculations, and
qualification testing.

4 DESIGN VERIFICATION

esign control measures shall be applied to ver-
ift the adequacy of design, such as by one or more
of th following: the performance.of design re-
views, the use of alternate calculations, or the per-
formance qualification tests. The responsible
design organization shall identify and document
the particular deign verification method(s) used.
The results of design verification shall be clearly
documented with the identification of the verifier
clearly indicated. Design verification shall be per-
formed by any competent individual(s) or group(s)
other than those who performed the original de-
sign but who may be from the same organization.
This verification may be perform by the origi-
nator's supervisor, provided the supervisor did not
specify a singular design approach or rule out cer-
tain design considerations and did not establish

16
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themselves, even though they would normally accompany those
and go through the same review and approval process.

I Scientific investigation planning documents shall be prepared and Quality
Assurance Levels shall be assigned in accordance with the methods specified in
the Nevada Nuclear Waste Storage Investigations (NNWSI) Project Administrative
Procedures Manual.

1.3 REVIEW AND APPROVAL PROCESS

1.3.1 RESPONSIBILITY

The responsible Participating Organization shall conduct a technical
review of the scientific investigation planning document. This review shall be
performed by any qualified individual(s) other than those who developed tho
original planning document. In exceptional cases, the originator's immediate
supervisor can perform the review if the supervisor is the only technically
qualified individual, and if the need is individually documented and approved
in advance with the concurrence of the QA manager of the originating
organization. Cursory supervisory reviews shall not satisfy the intent of this
requirement. The results of this technical review, and the resolution of any
comments by the reviewer or reviewers, shall be documented, and shall become a
part of the QA records.

1.3.2 WASTE MANAGEMENT PROJECT OFFICE REVIEW

The WMPO Project Quality Manager and the appropriate WMPO Branch Chief
shall review and approve the scientific investigation planning document prior
to implementation. The WMPO PQM shall return the planning document to the
responsible organization's TPO upon completion of the WMPO review and approval
cycle.

1.3.3 PEER REVIEW

A peer review of the scientific investigation planning document will be
conducted when deemed necessary by the WMPO.

1. 4 USE OF COMPUTER PROGRAMS

Computer programs that are used to support a license application shall be
documented and controlled as specified in Section III, Subsection 3.0 and
Appendix H of this QA Plan. The documentation and control measures shall be
consistent with the guidance contained in NUREG-0856, "Final Technical Position
on Documentation of Computer Codes for High-Level Waste Management."
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2.3 DESIGN ANALYSIS

2.3.1 DESIGN ANALYSIS DOCUMENTS

Design analyses shall be performed in a planned, controlled, and
documented manner. Design analysis shall be performed and documented in suffi-
cient detail as to purpose, method, assumptions, design input, references, and
units such that a technically qualified person may review, understand, and
verify the analysis without recourse to the originator. These documents shall
be legible and in a form suitable for reproduction, filing, and retrieval.
Calculations shall be identifiable by subject (including structure, system, or
component) originator, reviewer, and date.

2.3.2 DOCUMENTATION OF DESIGN ANALYSES

Documentation of design analysis shall include the following:

o Definition of the objective of the analysis.

o Definition of design input and their sources.

o A listing of applicable references.

o Results of literature searches or other background data.

o Identification of assumptions and indication of those which require
verification as the design proceeds.

o Identification of any computer calculation, including computer type,
program name, revision, input, output, evidence of program
verification, and the bases of application to the specific problem.

o Signatures and dates of review and approval by appropriate personnel
including QA Personnel. The purpose of the QA review is to assure
that the documentation is prepared, reviewed and approved in
accordance with documented procedures and quality assurance
requirements.

2.3.3 USE OF COMPUTER PROGRAMS

Computer programs that are used to support a license application shall be
documented and controlled as specified in Section III, Subparagraph 3.0 and
Appendix H of this QA Plan.

2.4 DESIGN VERIFICATION

2.4.1 IDENTIFICATION AND DOCUMENTATION

Design control measures shall be applied to verify the adequacy of design
and verification shall be performed in a timely manner. The responsibledesign
organization shall identify and document the verification method used, the
results of the verification, and the verifier.

REV. NO. ISSUED SECTION TITLE PAGE NO.
O SCIENTIFIC INVESTIGATION A DESIGN CONTROL I III-8
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2.6.2 INFORMATION TRANSMITTED ACROSS INTERFACES

Design information transmitted across interfaces shall be documented and
controlled. Where it is necessary to initially transmit design information
orally or by other informal means, the transmittal shall be confirmed promptly
by a controlled document.

2.7 DESIGN OUTPUT REQUIREMENTS

2.7.1 DESIGN OUTPUT DOCUMENTS

Design output documents shall:

2.7.1.1 Relate to the design input by documentation in sufficient detail to
permit design verification.

:.7.1.2 Identify assemblies or components or both that are part of the item
being designed. When such an assembly or component part is a commercial grade
item that, prior to its installation, is modified or selected by special
inspection or testing or both, to requirements that are more restrictive than
the Supplier's published product description, the component part shall be
represented as different from the commercial grade item in a manner traceable
to a documented definition of the difference.

2.7.1.3 Show evidence that the required review and approval cycle has been
achieved prior to release for procurement, construction, or release to another
organization for use in other design activities. As a minimum, the
review and approval cycle shall include the participation of the technical and
QA elements of both the responsible design organization and the WMPO. The
purpose of the QA review is to assure that the documents are prepared, reviewed
and approved in accordance with documented procedures and quality assurance
requirements.

2.8 DESIGN DOCMENTS AS QA RECORDS

Design documentation, including design inputs, analyses, drawings,
specifications, approved changes thereto, evidence of design verification and
records confirming interface control shall be collected, controlled, stored,
and maintained as QA records in accordance with procedures which meet the
requirements of Section XVII of this document.

3.0 SOFTWARE QUALITY ASSURANCE REQUIREMENTS

3.1 COMPUTER SOFTWARE DOCUMENTATION AND CONTROL

For a geologic repository, computer software used to perform analysis in
support of the license application shall be controlled to the same level of
requirements as software used to perform direct design analysis. Auxiliary
software used to support primary analysis software shall be controlled at a
level commensurate with the complexity of that software and with the level of

REV. NO. ISSUED SECTION TITLE PAGE NO.
0 SCIENTIFIC INVESTIGATION A DESIGN CONTROL III-12
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commercial support available. Supplemental, detailed requirements for the
development, mainenance and security of computer software based on the

software life cycle model are contained in Appendix H to this QA Plan.

3.1.1 Each organization participating in the NNWSI Project shall prepare a
description of their software design, test and configuration management system,
and submit it to the next higher program organizational level for review and
approval. The description shall:

o Provide criteria for application of the requirements of this section
based on the complexity and importance of the software used to perform
analysis in support of the design of a geologic repository.

o Indicate the methods to be used to develop computer program
requirements, to translate those requirements into a detailed design,
and to implement that design in executable code.

o Relate the types of documentation to be prepared, reviewed, and
maintained during software design, code implementation, test, and use.

o Identify the methodology for establishing software baselines and
baseline updates (changes) and for tracking changes throughout the
life of the software.

o Specify the process to be used for verification and validation of the
software developed or applied to geologic repository design analyses.

o Identify the procedure for reporting and documenting software
discrepancies, including sources, evaluating impacts of discrepancies
on previous calculations, and determining appropriate corrective
action.

3.1.2 Software shall be placed under configuration management as each baseline
element is approved. Software baseline elements shall be uniquely identified
to assure positive control of all revisions; the identification of each code
version shall be directly related to the associated documentation.

3.1.3 Changes to software shall be systematically evaluated, coordinated, and
approved to assure that the impact of a change is carefully assessed prior to
updating the baseline, required action is documented, and the information
concerning approved changes is transmitted to all affected organizations.
Changes to computer software shall be subject to the same level of approval,
verification, and validation as the original software.

3.1.4 Computer programs developed and/or modified shall be documented in
accordance with the applicable elements of NUREG-0856, Final Technical Position
on Documentation of Computer Codes for High-Level Waste Management. This
requirement may be met in part by existing documentation if properly referenced
and related to the NUREG-0856 requirements.

REV. NO. ISSUED SECTION TITLE PAGE NO.
0 SCIENTIFIC INVESTIGATION & DESIGN CONTROL III-13
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3.1.3 Testing of software, including now or modified software, shall be
performed for those inputs and conditions necessary to exercise the software,
identify boundary conditions and to provide a suitable benchmark or sample
problem for installation. The goal of testing is to develop a set of test
cases that have the highest probability of detecting the most errors in order
to identify under what conditions the software does not perform properly.

3.1.6 Varification and validation procedures shall assure that the software
adequately and correctly performs all intended functions and that the software
does not perform any unintended function that either by itself or in
combination with other functions can degrade the entire system.

3.1.7 Existing software shall be qualified for use. This qualification shall
be based on the ability of the software to provide acceptable results for
specific applications and compliance with the requirements of this section.
Software that has not been developed in accordance with this QA Plan may be
qualified for use provided the software is verified and validated, a software
baseline established, and applicable documentation prepared to support the
software in accordance with the provisions of this section.

3.1.8 Procedures for determining the applicability of requirements and
managing interfaces involving software, documentation, configuration
management, change, qualification, verification, and validation,
administratively at the Project level, are contained in the NNWSI Project
Administrative Procedures Manual.

3.2 DOCUMENTATION OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE

Documentation of scientific and engineering software shall include the
following, as a minimum:

o Software requirements specification;

o Software design and change documentation;

o Description of mathematical models and numerical methods;

o Software verification and validation documentation;

o User documentation;

o Code assessment and support;

o Continuing documentation and code listings; and

o Software summary.

This documentation is considered to be a QA Record and is subject to the
requiremants of Section XVII of this QA Plan. Appendix H to this QA Plan
provides detailed requirements on the content of this software and other
computer software used on the NNWSI Project.

REV. NO. ISSUED SECTION TITLE PAGE NO.
0 SCIENTIFIC INVESTIGATION & DESIGN CONTROL 111-14
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3.3 SOFTWARE CONFIGURATION MANAGEMENT

All Participating Organizations and HTS Support Contractors shall
institute a software configuration management program appropriate to the
projects they conduct and shall provide documentation of this program to the
Records Management System (RMS). The minimum requirements for this
configuration management program shall be: (1) the inclusion of a unique
identification, including software version numbers whenever feasible, in the
output; (2) listings of the software; and (3) a brief chronology of the
software versions, including descriptions of the changes made between versions.

4.0 PEER REVIEWS

The WMPO retains the authority and responsibility to initiate peer
reviews.

4.1 APPLICABILITY

The requirements of the following paragraphs are applicable to all peer
reviews that are initiated or conducted by the WMPO.

4.2 GENERAL REQUIREMENTS

Peer reviews are required for activities that support a license
application and involve use of data collection or analysis procedures and
methods that are untried or beyond the state of the art or where detailed
technical criteria and requirements do not exist or are being developed. Other
instances where a peer review should be considered in lieu of a technical
review include situations in which:

o Analytical modeling techniques are (or will be) applied to a range of
conditions outside of their normally accepted boundaries.

o Data collection results are not predictable with a high degree of
certainty.

o Critical interpretations or decisions will be made in the face of
significant uncertainty, including the planning for data collection,
research, or exploratory testing.

O Decisions or interpretations having significant impact on performance
assessment conclusions will be made.

o Results of tests are not reproducible or repeatable.

o Data or interpretations are ambiguous.

o Data adequacy is questionable, i.e., data may not have been collected
in conformance-with an established QA program.

REV. NO. ISSUED SECTION TITLE PAGE NO.
O SCIENTIFIC INVESTIGATION & DESIGN CONTROL III-15
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APPENDIX H

REQUIREMENTS FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE USED TO SUPPORT A
HIGH-LEVEL NUCLEAR WASTE REPOSITORY LICENCE. APPLICATION

This appendix provides detailed requirements for the development,
maintenance, and security of computer software. It supplements Section III of
this QA plan and shall be used in conjunction with that section.

1.0 OBJECTIVES

The attainment of software quality is dependent on the control of the
entire software development process, and is not assured solely by inspection
and test of the end product. This appendix prescribes appropriate systematic
practices that shall:

o Reduce the likelihood of defects entering executable code during
development.

o Ensure that the end product answers the requirements of its intended
application.

o Reduce the likelihood that defects will be introduced into executable
code during later maintenance and modification.

2.0 APPLICABILITY

The detailed requirements set forth in this appendix apply to computer
software used to produce or manipulate data which is used directly in the
design, analysis, performance assessment, and operation of repository
structures, systems, and components. The extent to which these requirements
apply is related to the nature, complexity, and importance of the software
application. Individuals or organizations involved in the development and
maintenance of computer software shall have in place written policies and
procedures that shall assure that the requirements of this part are implemented
in a consistent and systematic manner.

3.0 TERMS AND DEFINITIONS

Terms and definitions for NNWSI Project-software are contained in
Appendix A to this QA Plan.

REV. NO. ISSUED SECTION TITLE REQUIREMENTS FOR PAGE NO.
0 COMPUTER SOFTWARE H-1
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4.0 SOFTWARE LIFE CYCLE

Individuals or organizations implementing software development activities
shall adhere to a software life cycle model that requires that software
development proceed in a traceably, planned, and orderly manner. The relative
emphasis placed on each phase of the software development cycle will depend on
the nature and complexity of the software being developed. Verification and/or
validation of computer software is performed in two stages:

1. By the individual generating or modifying the software

2. By an independent individual or organization, One who did not work on
the original software.

The first stage involves activities (i.e., iterations of tests and runs)
to arrive at a final product. It is not required to document all of these
activities performed to satisfy the software developer. The results of this
stage shall, however, form the input to a verification and/or validation plan
that shall be documented, reviewed, and approved prior to independent tests.
Each phase of the software development cycle shall provide specific attributes
that shall be incorporated into verification and validation activities. The
documentation for each phase of the software development cycle shall be
reviewed and approved before succeeding phases can begin. An example of one
such model is described below:

Requirements

Design

Implementation

Test

Installation
and Checkout

Operation and
Maintenance

4.1 SOFTWARE QA PLAN

The application of the software life cycle to the development and/or use
of the software shall be as described in the Software Quality Assurance Plan.

4.1.1 A. software QA plan shall be prepared for each software development/
application effort at the start of the software life cycle. This plan may be
prepared individually for each piece of software or may exist as a generic
document to be applied to all software prepared within an organization. The
software QA plan shall identify:

REV. NO. ISSUED SECTION TITLE REQUIREMENTS FOR PAGE NO.
COMPUTER SOFTWARE H-2
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a The software products to which it applies.

o The organizations responsible for software quality and their tasks and
responsibilities.

o Required documentation.

o Standards, conventions, techniques, or methodologies which shall guide
the software development, as well as methods to assure compliance to
the same.

o The required software reviews.

4.1.2 Regardless of the life cycle model used, the following requirements
shall apply as interpreted and defined by the organizations software QA plan.

4.1.2.1 Requirements Phase

During this phase requirements that pertain to functionality, performance,
design constraints, attributes, and external interfaces of the completed
software shall be specified, documented, and reviewed. These requirements
shall possess the following characteristics:

o A format and language that is understood by the programming
organization and the user.

o Enough detail to allow for objective verification.

o Adequate definition to provide for the response of the software to all
realizable classes of input data.

o The information necessary to design the software without prescribing
the software design itself.

4.1.2.2 Design Phase

During the design phase a software design based on the requirements shall
be specified, documented, and systematically reviewed. The design shall
specify the overall structure (control and data flow), and the reduction of the
overall structure into physical solutions (algorithms, equations, control
logic, and data structures). The design may necessitate the modification of
the requirements documentation.

Design phase verification and validation activities during this phase
shall consist of:

o The generation of design-based test cases.

o The review and analysis of the software design.

o The verification of the software design.

REV. NO. ISSUED SECTION TITLE REQUIREMENTS FOR PAGE NO.
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4.1.2.3 Implementation Phase

During this phase the design shall be translated into a programming
language and the implemented software shall be debugged. Only minor, if any,
design issues shall be resolved at this phase.

Verification and validation activities during this phase shall consist of:

o The possible modification of test cases necessary due to design
changes made during coding.

o The examination of source code listings to assure adherence to coding
standards and conventions.

4.1.2.4 Testing Phase

During the testing phase the design as implemented in code shall be
exercised by executing the test cases. Failure to successfully execute the
test cases may require the modification of the requirements, the design, the
implementation, or the test plans and test cases.

Verification and validation activities during this phase shall consist of:

o The evaluation of the completed software to assure adherence to the
requirements.

o The preparation of a report on the results of software verification
and validation.

4.1.2.5 Installation and Checkout Phase

During this phase the software becomes part of a system incorporating
other software components, the hardware, and production data. The process of
integrating the software with other components may consist of installing
hardware, installing the program, reformatting or creating databases, and
verifying that all components have been included.

Testing activities during this phase shall consist of the execution of
test cases for installation and integration. Test cases from earlier phases
shall be enhanced and used for installation testing.

4.1.2.6 Operations and Maintenance Phase

During the operations and maintenance phase the software has been approved
for operational use. Further activity shall consist of maintenance of the
software to remove latent errors (corrective maintenance), to respond to new or
revised requirements (perfective maintenance), or to adapt the software to
changes in the software environment (adaptive maintenance). Software
modifications shall be approved, documented, tested (including regression
testing as appropriate), and controlled in accordance with Section 5.0.

REV. NO. ISSUED SECTION TITLE PAGE REQUIREMENTS NO.
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5.0 SOFTWARE VERIFICATION AND VALIDATION

Verification and validation plans by the responsible project organization
shall employ methods such as inspection, analysis, demonstration, and test to
assuro that the software adequately and correctly performs a11 intended
functions, and that the software does not perform any function that either by
itself or in combination with other functions can degrade the entire system.

Verification and validation activities shall be planned and performed
relative to specific hardware configurations. The amount of verification and
validation activity shall be determined by the type and complexity of the
software. The results of all verification and validation activities shall be
documented in the Verification and Validation Report.

5.1 VERIFICATION

Verification activities shall be integrated into all phases of the
software life cycle and shall be performed to an extent proportional to the
critical importance of the software. Software verification shall be performed
to assure that the software requirements are implemented in the software
design, and the software design is implemented in code. Appropriate methods
such as inspection, analysis, test, or demonstration shall be applied to
ccomplish verification objectives.

5.2 VALIDATION

Validation activities are performed at the end of the software development
cycle to demonstrate that the model as embodied in the computer software is a
correct representation of the process or system for which it is intended. This
is accomplished by comparing software results against verified and traceable
data obtained from laboratory experiments, field experiments or observations,
or in situ testing. Specific sets of data used in the validation process shall
be identified and justification shall be made for their use.

When data are not available from the sources mentioned above, alternative
approaches used shall be documented, including an evaluation of the degree of
validity of the model. Alternative approaches may include peer review and
comparisons with the results of similar analysis performed with verified
software. The results of the validation shall be reported in the Verification
and Validation Report.

6.0 SOFTWARE CONFIGURATION MANAGEMENT

A software configuration management system shall be established to assure
positive identification of software and control of all software baseline
changes.

REV. NO. ISSUED SECTION TITLE PAGE NO.
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6.1 CONFIGURATION IDENTIFICATION

A configuration baselina shall be identified at the completion of each
shall phase of the software development cycle. Approved changes to a baseline
shall be added periodically to the baselino as updates. A baseline plus
updates shall specify the most recent software configuration. Updates shall be
incorporated into subsequent baselines. Both baselines and updates shall be
defined by their composition of software configuration items.

A labeling system for configuration items shall be implemented that:

o Uniquely identifies each configuration item or version number.

o Identifies changes to configuration items by revision.

o Places the configuration item in a relationship with other
configuration items.

o Provides the ability to reconstruct the configuration of the software
from the requirements phase up to the present time.

6.2 CONFIGURATION CHANCE CONTROL

A proposal for changes to baseline software shall be formally documented.
This documentation shall contain a description of the proposed change, the
identification of the originating organization, the rationale for the change,
and the identification of affected baselines and software configuration items.
The proposal shall be formally evaluated by a qualified individual or
organization with the ability to approve or disapprove the proposed change.
Assurance shall be provided that only authorized changes are made to software
baselines.

6.3 CONFIGURATION STATUS ACCOUNTING

The information that is needed to manage configuration control of software
shall be recorded and reported. This information shall include a listing of
the approved configuration identification, the status of proposed changes to
the configuration, the implementation status of approved changes, and all
information to support the functions of configuration identification, and
configuration control.

7.0 DOCUMENTATION

The following is the minimum acceptable documentation of computer software
developed or modified for use on the NNWSI Project. It follows the phases of
the software life cycle. Additional documentation may also be identified in
the software quality assurance plan for each NNWSI Project participant or
software project.

REV. NO. ISSUE SECTION TITLE REQUIREMENTS FOR PAGE NO.
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7.1 SOFTWARE REQUIREMENTS SPECIFICATION

A specific capability of software can be called a requirement only if its
achievement can be verified by a prescribed method. Software requirements
documentation shall outline the requirements that the proposed software must
fulfill. The requirements shall address the following:

o Functionality - the functions the software are to perform.

o Performance - The time-related issues of software operation such as
speed, recovery time, response time, etc.

o Design constraints imposed on implementation - any elements that will
restrict design options.

o Attributes - non-time-related issues of software operation such as
portability, correctness, security, maintainability, etc.

o External Interfaces - interactions with other participants, hardware,
and other software.

7.2 SOFTWARE DESIGN DOCUMENTATION

Software design documentation is a document or series of documents that
shall contain:

o A description of the major components of the software design as they
relate to the requirements of the software requirements specification.

o A technical description of the software with respect to control flow,
data flow, control logic, and data structure.

o A description of the allowable and tolerable ranges for inputs and
outputs.

o The design described in a manner that is easily traceable to the
software requirements.

o Code assessment and support documentation and descriptions of
mathematical models and numerical methods as required by NRC
publication NUREG-0656.

o Continuing documentation, code listings, and software summary forms as
required by NUREG-0856.

REV. NO. ISSUED SECTION TITLE REQUIREMENTS PAGE NO.
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7.3 SOFTWARE IMPLEMENTATION DOCUMENTATION

Any design changes made to the requirement and design phase documents
shall be assessed as to the impact on the design. The revised requirement and
design phase documents shall be reviewed to the same level of review as the
original documents. The results of this phase shall be the basis for the
software Verification and Validation Plan.

7.4 SOFTWARE VERIFICATION AND VALIDATION DOCUMENTATION (TEST)

Software verification and validation documentation shall include a plan
that describes the tasks and criteria for accomplishing the verification of the
software in each phase, and the validation of the software at the end of the
development cycle. The documentation shall also specify the hardware and
system software configuration pertinent to the software. The documentation
shall be organized in a manner that allows traceability to both the software
requirements and the software design. This documentation will also include a
report on the results of the execution of the software verification and
validation activities. This report shall include the results of all reviews,
audits, and tests, and a summary of the status of the software.

7.5 USER DOCUMENTATION

User documentation shall be prepared in accordance with NUREG-0856 and
shall include a description of:

o Program considerations, options, and initialization procedures.

o Anticipated error situations and how the user can correct them.

o Internal and external data files, their input sequence, structures,
units, and ranges.

o Input and output options, defaults, and formats.

o System interface features and limitations.

o Information for obtaining user and maintenance support.

o Sample problems.

8.0 REVIEWS

Reviews of software development activity shall be performed as each life
cycle phase is completed to assure the completeness and integrity of each phase
of development prior to proceeding to the next development phase. The
procedures used for reviews shall identify the participants and their specific
responsibilities during the review and in the preparation and distribution of
the review report.

REV. NO. ISSUED SECTION TITLE REQUIREMENTS PAGE NO
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The documentation for all reviews shall contain a record of review
comments, a plan, and timetable for the resolution of the review comments, and

the personnel responsible for this resolution.

After review comments are resolved, the approved documants shall be
updated and placed under configuration managament.

8.1 SOFTWARE REQUIREMENTS REVIEW

The review of software requirements shall be performed at the completion
of the software requirements documentation. This review shall assure that the
requirements are complete, verifiable, consistent, and formatted to provide
traceability of requirements throughout the development cycle. The review
shall also assure that there is sufficient detail available to complete the
software design.

8.2 SOFTWARE DESIGN REVIEW

The software design review will be hold at the completion of the software
design documentation. This review shall evaluate the technical adequacy of the
design approach, and assure that the design answers all the requirements in the
requirements documentation. The complexity of the software design may require
the performance of two design reviews; one at the completion of the overall
software architecture, and the second at the completion of the total design.

8.3 SOFTWARE IMPLEMENTATION REVIEW

The software implementation review is an evaluation of the completed
requirements, design, and implementation process prior to independent
verification and validation and concludes in review and approval of the
verification and validation plan.

8.4 SOFTWARE VERIFICATION AND VALIDATION REVIEW

The software verification and validation review is an evaluation of the
adequacy of completed software verification and validation activities and
concludes in review and approval of the Verification and Validation Report.

9.0 DISCREPANCY REPORTING AND CORRECTIVE ACTION

A formal procedure of software discrepancy reporting and corrective action
shall be established. This discrepancy reporting system shall be integrated
with the configuration management system to assure formal processing of
discrepancy resolutions.

REV. NO. ISSUED SECTION TITLE PAGE NO.
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Software discr e pancy r eporting and c or rect ive action s hal l as sure t ha t , as
o minimum:

o Defects are documented and corrected.

o Defects are assessed for criticality and impacted as previous
applications.

o Corrections are reviewed and approved before changes to the software
configuration are made.

o Preventive and corrective actions provide for appropriate notification
of affected organizations.

10.0 MEDIA CONTROL AND SECURITY

Physical media containing the images of software shall be physically
protected to prevent their inadvertent damage or degradation.

11.0 ACQUIRED SOFTWARE

Requirements shall be established for controlling the transfer of computer
software from an outside source to a user organization and from a user
organization to an outside requesting organization. Software transfer requests
of the organization (or purchases) from an outside source shall include
appropriate criteria to enable the software received to comply, as much as
possible, with the requirements of this QA Plan and the needs of the
organization's computer system. Those requirements not met by the software
received shall be completed by the organization in the relative phase of the
software life cycle that is incomplete or, if that is not possible, the reason
shall be documented and maintained with the software and distributed to the
users. The software shall be used only for those applications for which the
documentation is complete.

Configuration management change controls shall be established for
documenting the conversion of software to be used on a computer system, and/or
peripheral hardware, other than that for which it was designed. Conversion
includes all modifications and tests made to input/output or the source code or
additional software written to run the original software on the new system
Software conversion shall be documented and maintained in the user's manual for
the specific version of the software and the computer system on which it is
installed: Software conversion changes shall be evaluated and activities
performed in accordance with the appropriate configuration management system
elements.

REV. NO. issued
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12.0 COMPUTER SOFTWARE APPLICATIONS

Organizations shall establish procedures for controlling the application
of verified and/or validated computer software to technical calculations in
support of design, analysis, performance assessment, and operation of
repository structures, systems, and components.

Organizations shall establish procedures for documenting and reviewing
software application and analyses and assuring that all results are accurate
and reproducible. Requirements shall be established for identifying or
otherwise marking record copies of all analyses and supporting documentation.
Supporting documentation includes computer output (results), code input data
including data bases and original sources/references of and assumptions used to
obtain such data, code design, user's and/or operation manuals,
verification/validation test results and/or hand calculations.

Technical calculations using software shall be performed with applicable
computer codes and with software operating procedures defined sufficiently to
allow independent repetition of the entire computation.

Controls shall be established for generating and documenting software used
to perform technical calculations. All auxiliary software used shall be
included in documentation of technical calculations performed and shall be
included in independent review as part of the calculation.

All applications of computer software shall be independently reviewed and
approved to assure that the software selected is applicable to the problem
being solved and that all input data and assumptions are valid and traceable.
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4. The QA Plan indicates that Appendix 8 to 10 CFR Part 50 criteria IX

(special processes), X (inspections), XI (test control) 
and XIV

(inspection test and operating status) apply only to engineered items

and not to scientific investigations. No rationale is provided for

such a practice in the plan or in response to the NRC 
staff's RAI of

August 25, 1986. This rationale should be furnished to the NRC staff

for review.

RESOLUTION

1) Criterion IX. Special Processes. No changes to NNWSI/88-9 are

required. The NRC agrees with the DOE rationale for this deviation.

(See attachment for rationale) No further action required.

2) Criterion X. Inspection. The NRC is presently evaluating the DOE

rationale for this deviation. (See attachments for DOE rationale and

proposed revisions to NNWSI/88-9 to add additional requirements to

Section III relative to verification activities associated 
with scientific

investigations).

3) Criterion XI. Test Control. The NRC will evaluate the attached

rationale for this deviation.

4) Criterion XIV. inspection. Test, and Operating Status. The NRC is

presently evaluating the DOE rationale for this deviation. 
(See

attachment)
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SCIENTIFIC INVESTIGATIONS AND SPECIAL PROCESSES

PURPOSE

The term, "special" processes historically has been applied
to processes used to produce items that are physical structures.
The quality of the results of such processes (e.g., welding) may
be uncertain end highly dependent on the mechanical or interpre-
tive skills of the individual performing the work. For these
reasons, additional controls were placed on the conduct of such
work, e.s., the requirements for the procedure to be used being
subjected to added tests and the individual being tested to
provide additional confidence in the skills of the worker. The
predictable results of such "special" process controls provides
adequate confidence and reasonable assurance that the process.
"hen applied, will provide an end product meeting the original
design intent.

In contrast, processes used in scientific investigation:
focus on the controlled collection, preparation and analysis of
data; the results of which are intended to meet the licensing re-
quirements for a geologic repository as specified in lOCFR60.
This paper discusses the nature of processes in scientific inves-
tigations, the distinction between traditional special processes
and describes the controls used to assure the quality of the data
gathered through the use of such processes.

DISCUSSION

Scientific investigations involve a large number of
different processes, both laboratory and field, directed to the
collection and analysis of data derived principally from the
natural environment in and around Yucca Mountain. This includes
studies of the waste package environment. There are at least
four parts to any scientific investigation; the collection of
data, the preparation of data, its analysis and its interprets-
tion. All of these activities are controlled processes which
receive appropriate reviews and approvals as required by the
quality program. We focus in this report On the first three
activities since these are the ones most likely to be interpreted
as involving special processes.

The scientific studies include a wide range of activities some of
which are:

1. Cutting and retrieving core from boreholes;

2. Waxing core;

3. Identifying the minerals in a sample of tuff through
x-ray diffraction analysis of a powdered specimen;

ERCLOSURE
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4. Identifying minerals in a sample of tuff using thin
section analysis;

5. Preparing and analyzing geophysical logo from a
borohole;

G. Determining ground water level through monitored
boreholes;

7. Determining the chemistry of pore waters extracted
from a core; and

8. The shaping of a piece of core for resistivity or
induced polarize ion measurements.

This is a typical list and is not all inclusive, however,
these scientific investigations utilize various analytical in-
struments which measure some parameter(s). The main variable is
the material and it is the variability in some parameter or
subset of parameters that is the object of the analysis. Note
that because most of this material is natural we do not know in
advance the parameters and their variability. The instruments
used in analyses provide information (output) due to a specific
response between some input of energy and the material being
examined. The output is the results of a set of physical and
chemical laws that govern the interaction between the input
energy (e.g., x-ray bean of some intensity) and the material
(e.g., a mineral).

Theoretical and empirical evidence of the adequacy of these
analytical instruments with their associated procedures) to
produce the desired results are established in a number of ways,
principally through appropriate calibration of the instrument and
through correlation with existing scientific literature. Given
that the analysis is performed correctly, we are confident that
the results reflect the parameter we want to measure because
there is a large body of literature which supports our reading of
the output. Further, this body of published support was obtained
through controlled laboratory processes utilizing calibrated
equipment and has broad acceptance throughout the scientific
conmunity. Fundamentally, it is the mass of technical literature
describing known responses of material to known physical and
chemical laws that gives us confidence in our results.

The criteria in 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, represents an
adequate set of controls for the instrumental analysis used in
scientific investigations without the need to categorize such
processes as special. Sections of the QA Plan which are applica-
tion to the topic of this report are:

Section II: QA Program - Personnel selected shall have
education and experience commensurate with the minimum require-
nents specified in the position description.
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Section III: Scientific Investigation and Design Control -
Criteria for the planning, review/approval, end performance of
scientific investigations are prescribed. Scientific notebooks
and/or technical implementing procedures are used for describing
how the work is to be done and for documenting the activity.
Surveillances of scientific investigations are conducted to

insure that procedures are followed and documented.

Section IV: Procurement Document Control - Technical re-
quirements for equipment and services used in data collection,
preparation and analysis are adequately documented.

Section V: Instructions, Procedures, Plans and Drawings -
Activities affecting quality shall be prescribed and performed in
accordance with documented instructions, procedures, plans or
drawings. A technical review of the documents used to implement
the activities is required.

Section VI: Document Control - applicable current documents
are available at the location where they are to be used.

Section VII: Control of Purchased Items and Services -
Measures are established to ensure that purchased material.
equipment and services conform to the procurement documents.

Section VIII: Identification, Control of Items, Samples and
Documents - Procedures shall be developed and implemented to
ensure that samples are identified and controlled in a manner
consistent with their intended use.

Section IX: Control of Processes - Measures shall be estab-
lished to ensure that processes that affect quality of items or
services are controlled either by instruction, procedures, or
other appropriate means.

Section XII: Control of Measuring and Test Equipment --
Measures shall be established to ensure that tools, gages, in-
struments, and other measuring and test equipment used in
activities that affect quality are properly controlled,
calibrated, and adjusted at specific periods to maintain accuracy
within necessary limits.

Section XIII: Handling, Shipping, and Storage - Measures
shall be established to control packaging, handling, storage,
shipping, cleaning, and preservation of material and equipment to
prevent damage, loss or deterioration.

Section XV: Control of Nonconforming Items -- Measures
shall be established to control items that do not conform to re-
quirements to prevent their inadvertent installation or use.

Section XVI: Corrective Action - A corrective action system
iz defined to ensure that significant conditions adverse or
potentially adverse to quality are identified promptly and
corrected as soon as practical.



Section XVII: QA Records - Records that furnish documenting
evidence of quality shall be specified, prepared and maintained
in accordance with NNWSI Administrative Procodures.

Section XVIII: Audits - All NNWSI Project activities will
subject to planned and scheduled internal and external audits

to assure that procedures and activities comply with the overall
QA Programs and to determine their effectiveness. The audit
program will be supplemented by independent surveillance
activities.

It is important to recognize then that there are controlled
processes governing the collection, preparation and analysis of
data in scientific investigations. The interest is not in the
sample per e, but in physical or chemical parameters obtained
from the sample. Data is gathered from a sample the precise
parameters of which are not known in advance. If the processes
controlling the collection, preparation and analysis of the
material are adequate and documented as having been followed
during the activity by qualified scientists or technicians
(Sections II, III and V), reasonable assurance that the data
accurately represents the correct value(s) is obtained. To
further ensure the quaity of the work, instruments used in the
data collection and analysis processes are calibrated (Section
XII) before and after measurements are made.

While it is true that standards are included in the analysis
of materials (e.g., standard tables for the identification of
minerals from x-ray diffraction data), there are no standards for
the sample itself. That is to say there may or may not be clay
in the sample and one or more clay mineral species may be
present. Similarly a technician may use standard solutions
(National Bureau of Standards (NBS) Standards) to calibrate the
recording instrument prior to a chemical analysis. This calibra-
tion indicates that the instrument is reading values within an
acceptable range and sensitivity.

The preparation of many samples must meet certain standards, but
those can be evaluated with objective tests the results of which
are not solely dependent on the certification and/or qualifica-
tion of the operator and the procedures. For example: thin
sections must be cut to a thickness of 30 microns (evaluated by
recognizing the appropriate birefringence "color" of the
contained minerals in polarized light); core specimens in resis-
tivity end induced polarization measurements must be shaped on a
raw (shape is measurable) and waxed core wrapped at the drill
site to preserve the contained volume of fluids (preservation
determined by weighing the sample at the drill site and weighing
it at the laboratory) illustrate this. In all of these examples
the uncertainty about the quality of the data (i.e., does the
sample measure up to standards) is very low.
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Although there are some parallels between control of
proceses and special processes there are significant dif-
fereces.

1. The examples cited in 10 CFR 60, Appendix a, and in NQA-l of
the application of special processes are focused on items that
are to be a permanent part of a facility rather than the
collection of data. - Special processes as defined in Basic Re-
quirement #9 are as follows: "Special processes that control or
verify quality, such as those used in welding, beat treating, and
nondestructive examination, shall be performed by qualified
personnel using qualified procedures in accordance with specified
requirements.

2. The quality of the resulting items is solely a function of
the processes having been performed and tested by qualified
personnel using qualified procedures. Since one cannot directly
test for the quality of the item (e.g., an item undergoing
welding), its quality can only be assumed predicated on the
confidence that the material will, when subjected to the same
process variables as those used during process qualification,
yield the same material or chemical properties. It is necessary
to establish the qualifications of the operator through some es-
tablished requirements (e.g., a written certification test or a
performance test).

The scientists and technicians performing scientific investiga-
tion are qualified on the basis of their academic record and/or
work experience (Section II) prior to their appointment.
Procedures in scientific investigations receive a technical
review for adequacy and completeness (Sections II, III, and V).
Quality is further ensured through calibration of the instruments
used in data collection, preparation, and analysis (Section XII).
Audite and surveillances are conducted to be sure that procedures
are being followed and the work properly documented (Section
XVIII).

3. The item to be incorporated as a permanent part of a facility
must meet certain pre-established criteria, codes or standards.
In special processes both the materials being used and the con-
trolling variables on the process being applied to the materials
are hnown quantities and are included in the industry wide
standards or codes required for such activities.

The parameters for materials being studied in scientific inves-
tidations are not known in advance. The purpose of the inves-
tigation is to determiine the characteristics of the material.
Except for situation. where the size, amount or shape (e.g., a 4-
inch piece of whole core) of a sample is specified (and these are
all measurable features) the sample itself cannot meet some
predetermined acceptance criteria.

The evaluation of processes in scientific investigations involves
several steps. Initially the purpose of the process (which any



consist of one or more technical procedures) must be detailed in
the Scientific Investigation Plan (SIP) and the adequacy of the
Process determined through technical review. Individual
technical procedures also reveive a technical review. If a
proposed process is beyond the state of the art, a peer review a
utilized. These review processes are mechanisms for qualifying
processes. A review of a process must determine whether the
process is adequate for the purpose of the SIP. Adequate as used
in scientific investigations means that the process addresses the
issues detailed in the SIP and that there is sufficient
confidence that the results generated by the process can be used
in licensing As part of the review process, the reviewers must
determine if the controls specified in the 18 criteria of 10 CFR
50, Appendix B are adequately built into the technical
procedure(s) to produce quality results (i.e., results in which
there is a high degree of confidence that they are acceptable for
use in licensing). . Calibration of measuring equipment, confir-
matory or corroborative measurements by independent processes,
and the use of the 18 criteria exclusive of special processes
appear to be sufficient to ensure quality results in scientific
investigations.

SUMMARY

Processes in scientific investigations are oriented toward the
collection and the analysis of data, not toward preparing an item
for use as part of a permanent structure. Pre-established
acceptance criteria for samples or for the results of data
collection and analysis does not normally exist in scientific in-
vestigations. The main variable is the sample or material and it
is this variability in some parameter or subset of parameters
that is the object of an instrumental and/or chemical analysis.

Process controls which have traditionally been utilized where the
product of an activity could be sensitive to the mechanical
abilities of the worker (as in welding) or to the interpretative
abilities (as in nondestruct ve examination) will not provide
added assurance that the results of a scientific investigation
will be substantially more accurate. There are many scientific
processes used where the results do not depend on the ability or
understanding of the process by the technician or scientist at
all (e.g., automated ultraviolet spectroscopy).

The results of all scientific investigation processes used in the
High-Level Waste Repository program depend on the technical
abilities of the scientists and technicians to apply the laws of
physics, chemistry, engineering and other sciences. This is
supported by a very large volume of scientific data already in
existence and accepted by the scientific community and regulatory
bodies. The imposition of special process controls will not
provide increased assurance that the results of a scientific in-
vestigation is more correct or accurate than those controls
currently used.
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APPLICATION OF CRITERION 10 "INSPECTION"

It is the policy of the NNWSI Project that scientific investigations are
conducted to discover and interpret the nature and extent of natural
phenomnena. It is important to emphasize the words "discover" and
" interpret" when describing the goals of scientific investigations. Discovery
is the process of acquiring knowledge that was previously unknown.
Interpretation, of course, is the "...act of explaining the meaning of".
Scientific investigations are unique in the sense that such activities do not
have established acceptance criteria which may be used to verify conformance.

Predetermined acceptance criteria is an essential element in the conduct of
inspections. Traditionally, inspections are performed to verify conformance
of an engineered item to predetermined acceptance criteria. This same
approach is inappropriate for verification of scientific investigations
because such activities rely on discovery and the interpretation of those
natural and physical laws of science that aid in the explanation of the
phenomena. It follows that the requirements of Criterion 10, 'Inspection' are
not appropriate for use where scientific investigations must be controlled.
However, controls are necessary.

The NNWSI QAP describes a set of quality assurance requirements for
scientific investigations that when properly implemented provide a high
degree of confidence that the results of such activities are accurate and
complete. The approach given by the NNWSI QAP assures the following:

- a thorough plan of the investigation is prepared and approved

- a technical review of the plan is completed by the participant

- activities are governed by technical procedures or in instances
where a high degree of technical expertise is necessary, the use of
scientific notebooks is required

- computer programs are verified and validated

- interfaces, both internal and external to the investigations are
identified and controlled

- surveillances, which include technical team members, are performed
to verify compliance

- a close out verification is performed by the participant to assure
adequacy and completeness

From the description of the controls given by the NNWSI QAP it is clear that
scientific investigations are activities, not items. It is also clear that
such controls are intended to capture the essence of an activity whose
purpose is to discover and interpret.



PROPOSED CHANGES TO NNWSI/88-9 VERIFICATION ACTIVITIES

The following changes are proposed for the NNWSI Project QA Plan, NNYSI/88-9,
Section III in order to clarify verification activities related to scientific
investigations:

Add new para. 1.8 as follows:

1.8 VERIFICATION OF SCIENTIFIC INVESTIGATIONS

1.8.1 VERIFICATION PLANNING

Planning for verification activities shall be accomplished and documented via
verification procedures, instructions, or checklists. Verification procedures,
instructions, or checklists shall provide for following:

o Identification of characteristics and activities to be verified.

o A description of the method of verification.

o Identification of the individuals or groups responsible for performing
the verification.

o Acceptance and rejection criteria.

o Identification of required procedures, drawings, and specifications and
revisions.

o Recording identification of the verifier and the results of the
verification.

1.8.2 VERIFICATION HOLD POINTS

Mandatory verification hold-points shall be established as necessary. When such
hold points are established, work may not proceed without the specific consent
of the responsible representative. These hold points shall be indicated in
appropriate documents controlling the activity. Consent to waive any specified
hold point shall be documented before Work can be continued beyond the
designated hold point.
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1.8.3 REPORTING INDEPENDENCE OF PERSONNEL

Verification shall be performed by personnel vho do not report directly to the

immediate supervisor(s) vho is/are responsible for performing the activity 
being

verified. If these personnel are not part of the formal QA organization, they

shall have sufficient authority, access to work areas, and organizational

freedom to (1) identify quality problems; (2) initiate, recommend, or provide

solutions to quality problems through designated channels; (3) verify

implemintation of solutions, and (4) assure that further processing, delivery,

instillation or use is controlled until proper disposition of a nonconformance,

deficiency, or unsatisfactory condition has occurred. Then these persons or

organizations who perform the verification activities are not part of 
the formal

QA organization (i.e., part of line management), then quality assurance

organization shall overview and monitor the verification activity.

Renumber existing para. 1.8 and all subsequent paragraphs accordingly.



Position Paper

TEST CONTROL

The NNWSI QA Plan (NNWSI-88/9) indicates that test control (criteria XI)
of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B) does not apply to scientific investigations. This
paper is intended to document the Project' rationale and approach to satisfy
the intent of criteria XI in the performance of scientific investigations.

Test controls applied to scientific investigative type work are identi-
fied in Section III of the QA Plan wherein the documentation system is described.
The approach for this type of work is clearly different than for hardware
(engineered items) where predetermined acceptance criteria can be stipulated
during the work planning stage. During scientific investigation planning, it is
recognized that both technical implementing procedures and notebooks or logbooks
may be used for the documentation and control of the work. The use of technical
procedures provide test methodology where it is known, however, the use of
scientific notebooks are necessary where it is not known where the work will
proceed. In some cases, the test procedure must be developed as the research
proceeds.

The methodology of the scientific experiment requries that the equipment,
personnel and calibration requirements normally applied be used. The primary
difference is that the tests, search or experiment does not have a predetermined
acceptance of conformence crit ia. The work being performed produces a quanti-
tative or qualitative assult which may be used in other activities.

The characteristics to be determined do not meet the traditional definition
for test control. For example, a sample may contain a number of elemeents, the
magnitude of which is unknown. Therefore, the result of the activity is the
determination of what the content is and the proportion or each element. The
application of the test methodology would most likely be through the use of a
technical procedure, however, the "conformance to acceptance criteria" does
not apply. The end product, the identification of the elements and their
magnitudes would be accepted based on the ability of the instrumentation to
identify them and quantitatively report their magnitudes. These instruments
wold adhere to the normal calibration methods using reference standards traceable
to the National Bureau of Standards.

The requirements for the identification of test requirements, character-
istics to be tested, methods and documentation are identified regardless of
whether the investigation is conducted using technical procedures, notebooks,
logbooks or some combination.

The methodology employed requires a specific format for documentation
which includes initial entries to provide a written record of the research or
experiment. During the progress of the activity, additional entries are required
daily or as appropriate detailing information or data to a degree sufficient that
another competent individual could repeat the experiment. The final entries includ
the requirements for the signature of the experimenter and the signature of a
competent technical reviewer. All changes in this documentation receives the same
review and approval process as any other technical document. Where more than
one participating organization is involved, the interface controls appropriate
the the activity are identified and controlled. Normal surveillance of these
activities are conducted.



APPLICABILITY OF CRITERION 14 "INSPECTION, TEST, AND OPERATING STATUS" TO

SCIENTIFIC INVESTIGATION

Criterion 14 Inspection, Test, and Operating Status was developed for the

commercial nuclear power plant industry to preclude inadvertent omission of

required acceptance tests and inspections of complex systems structures and

components prior to operation. Complex systems, such as the Residual Heat

Removal system, could require dozens of different types of inspections (wiring,

welds, relays hangers etc.) and tests (hydrostatic pressure meggar ect). The

tracking of these individual acceptance tests and inspections and the

determination of the acceptability of the as built product required a carefully

monitored and controlled operation to assure final acceptability. This

criterion also required, for reasons of safety, the tagging of individual

valves, motor control centers, ect, to prevent inadvertent operation of the

system prior to its completion and final acceptance.

Scientific Investigation field and laboratory activities do not require the

degree of control that the complicated power plant activities for the following

reasons:

1) Scientific Investigation activities are relatively simple in nature

when compared to those of a nuclear power plant.

2) As the end product of Scientific Investigation is data, not a structure

system or component, Inspections (Criteria I0 and acceptance testing

(Criterion 11) are not applicable. Therefore the stationing of those

criterion is not applicable.



The NNWSI project however, intends to meet the intent of Criterion 14, by

the implementation of other quality assurance 
and technical requirements

contained in the NNWSI QAP as follows:

1) For any scientific investigation activity 
that is critical or complex

in nature, a formal documented readiness 
review will be held .

2) Data collection test planes and procedures 
are required to contain

mandatory hold/surveillance points at key 
critical areas.

3) Quality Assurance and technical personnel performs in-process

monitoring of data collection activities 
through supervisory review,

surveillance and technical/quality assurance 
audits.

4) Anomalies and deficiencies occurring during 
data collection are

documented evaluated, dispositioned and 
tracked until verification of

final resolution.

5) Resultant data from Scientific Investigation 
activities is documented,

analyzed and evaluated in accordance with 
the applicable requirements

of Criterion 3 to assure its validity.

6) Final reports on data collection activities are 
subjected to a

technical or peer review in accordance with the requirements 
of

Criterion 3.

It is the position of the NNWSI project that 
these controls, while not

directly invoking Criterion 14, meet its intent in assuring the acceptability

and adequacy of data collected as a part of 
Scientific Investigation.



5. Page III-1. 1 1.1.1 of the QA Plan states that study 
plans will receive a

technical, management and QA review, but does not 
describe any of the

details of this review. In order to evaluate whether these controls are

appropriate. this information should be furnished to the NRC 
staff.

RESOLUTION

The present language in NNWSI./88-9 is acceptable. 
The NRC believes that

preparation of study plans should be a QA Level 
I activity. DOE disagrees.

This issue will be carried as an "open item" on the DOE Master Open Item

Listing. This item is considered closed for the purpose 
of the NNWSI QA Plan

(88-9). No further action is required.



6. On February 11, 1988, the DOE furnished the NRC with a draft copy of the
revised HQ?OGR Quality Assurance Plan (OGR/B-3) which included the
Quality Assurance Requirements for the HLNWR Program, Revision E, dated
February 5. 1988 and the Quality Assurance Program Descriotion for the
HLNWR Program, Revision C, dated February 5, 1988. The above noted
documents were submitted to the NRC for information and comments were not
provided to the DOE from NRC. When the revisions to these documents are
completed, it is our understanding that the above documents will be
formally submitted to the NRC for review and comment. DOE should assure
that the HQ and NNWSI documents are consistent with each other. This
topic will remain as an open item until the NRC staff completes its review
of tne above documents.

RESOLUTION

This items is informational in nature. This item is closed. No further
action is required.
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Mechanical EngineersCodes and Standards

May 14, 1985

Edward T. Baker
USNRC
Washington, DC 20555

Subject: Section XI,
Section XI,

Division 1 Inquiry - Referencing of SNT-TC-1A in
IWA-2300.

Item: BC83-176

Reference: Your letter dated March 23, 1983

Dear Sir:

Our understanding of the question in your inquiry, and our
follows:

reply, are as

Question: Does Section XI, Division 1
Winter 1981, requirement that personnel
be qualified with.a written procedure
1980, except as modified by IWA-2300,
mandatory rather than guidance, i.e.,
permissive "should"?

1, 1980 Edition, with Addenda through
,1 performing nondestructive examination
prepared in accordance with SNT-TC-lA
make the requirements of SNT-TC-1A 1980
"shall" is inserted in place of the

Reply:
in place

Yes. It is the intent of Section XI
of "should" in SNT-TC-1A 1980.

that "shall" is to be inserted

Very truly yours,

Steve Weinman
Assistant Secretary; Boiler and
Pressure Vessel Committee

SW4/ak



3. AUDITS

Section 2, "Scheduling" of Supplement 18S-1,
"Supplementary Requirements for Audits," requires
audits to be scheduled in a manner that provides
coverage and coordination with ongoing quality assur-
ance program activities. The following guidelines are
considered acceptable for scheduling audits:

3.1 Internal Aldits

Applicable elements of an organization's quality
assurance program should be audited at least once each
year or at least once during the life of the activity,
whichever is shorter. In determining the scope of the
audit, an evaluation of the activity being audited may
be useful The evaluation may include results of
previous quality assurance program audits and the results
of audits from other sources, including the nature and
frequency of identified deficiencies and any significant
changes in personnel organization, or quality assurance
program.

3.2 External Audits

2. The applicant or licensee should perform or
arrange for annual evaluations of supplier This evalua-
tion should be documented and should take int
account, where applicable, (1) review of supplie "
furnished documents and records such as certificates of
conformance, nonconformance notices, and corrective
actions; (2) results of previous source verifications,
audits, and receiving inspections; (3) operating experience
of identical or similar products furnished by the same
supplier; and (4) results of audits from other sources,
e.g., customer, ASME, or NRC audits.

3. If more than one purchaser buys from a single
supplier, a purchaser may either perform or arrange for
an audit of the supplier on behalf of itself and other
purchasers to reduce the number of external audits of
the supplier. The scope of this audit should satisfy the
needs of all of the purchasers, and the audit report
should be distributed to all the purchasers for whom
the audit was conducted. Nevertheless, each of the
purchasers relying on the results of an audit performed
on behalf of several purchasers remains individually
responsible for the adequacy of the audit.

desig

After the award of a contract, the applicant or
licensee may determine, based on the evaluation con-
ducted in accordance with Section 5.1 of Appendix
4A-I, that external audits are not necessary for procur-
ing items that are (I) relatively simple and standard in
design, manufacturing, and testing and (2) adaptable to
standard or automated inspections or tests of the end
product to verify quality characteristics after delivery.

For other procurement actions not covered by the
above exceptions, audits should be conducted as
described below.

1. The applicant or licensee should either audit its
supplier's quality assurance program on a triennial basis
or arrange for such audit. In either case, the audit
should be implemented in accordance with Supplement

&S-1 of ANSI/ASME NQA-1-1983. The triennial period
begins when an audit is performed. An audit may be
performed when the supplier has completed sufficient
work to demonstrate that its organization is implement-
ing a quality assurance program that has the required
scope for purchases placed during the triennial period. If

subsequent contract or a contract modification signif-
icantly enlarges the scope of or changes the methods or
controls for activities performed by the same supplier,
an audit of the modified requirements should be con-
ducted, thus starting a new triennial period. If the
supplier Is implementing the same quality assurance
program for other customers that is proposed for use on
the auditing party's contract, the pre-award survey may
serve as the first triennial audit if conducted in accor-
dance with the requirements of ANSI/ASME NQA-1-
1983. Therefore, when such pre-award surveys are
employed as the first triennial - audits, they should
satisfy the same audit elements and criteria as those
used on other triennial audits.

1.28.



7. In pararaph 1.0 of the Introduction section of the QA Plan. ANSI/ASME
NQA-1-1986 is listed as one of the source documents used by D0E-NV to
establish the QA Plan requirements. The NRC staff has compared the QA
Plan against ANSI/ASME NQA-1-1986 and have the following comments;

A. The term "Audit" in Appendix of the QA Plan does not totally agree
with the definition for Audit in ANSI/ASME NQA-1-1986. The NRC
staff recommends adding the clarification whereby audits should not
be confused with surveillance or inspection activities.

B. In Appendix D of the QA Plan, SNT-TC-1A, June 1980 is utilize: and
applied as requirements to NDT personnel covered by Appendix D.
This is consistent with the intent of ANSI/ASME NQA-1-1986,
Supplement 2S-2 which also uses the SNT-TC-1A, June 1980 document.
The NRC, through Regulatory Guide 1.28, Revision 3, August 1985
endorsed ANSI/ASME NQA-1-1983, Supplement 2S-2 which used the 1975
edition of SNT-TC-1A. The NRC compared the 1975 versus the 1980
editions SNT-TC-1A and found the 1980 edition to have less
requirements. The NRC through an inquiry to the ASME Boiler and
Pressure Vessel Committee (See enclosure 2), obtained an
interpretation that SNT-TC-1980 would be acceptable providing the
"shalls" be inserted in place of "should." The NRC agrees with this
interpretation and recommends DOE incorporate this into the QA Plan
or provide acceptable alternatives.

C. ANSI/ASME NQA-1-1983 was endorsed by the NRC for nuclear power
plants by Regulatory Guide 1.28, Revision 3, August 1985, "Quality
Assurance Program Requirements (Design and Construction)." One of
the regulatory guide positions (Enclosure 3) deals with NQA-1,
Supplement 18S-1, "Supplementary Requirements for Audits."
Additional information should be provided in the QA Plan to address
this position.

RESOLUTION

1) NNWSI/88-9, Rev. 0, Appendix A, Definition of Audit will be revised to
read:

Audit. A Planned and documented activity performed to determine by
Investigation, examination, or evaluation of objective evidence the
acecuacy of and compliance with established procedures, instructions,
drawings, and other applicable documents, and the effectiveness of
implementation. An audit should not be confused with surveillance or
inspection activities performed for the sole purpose of process control
or product acceptance.

2) NNWSI/88-9, Rev. 0, Appendix 0, para 1.1 is adequate as written, It
states that SNT-TC-1A, June 1980 and supplements shall apply as
requirements to NDE personnel.

3) NNWSI/88-9, Rev. 0, Section XVIII, para 1.2.1 and 1.2.2 will be revised to
be consistent with the subject Regulatory Guide position.



8. On page 11-10, paragraph 4.2 has been revised to state in part, " ... the
QA organization may participate in the actual conduct of the management

assessments." By having the QA organization participate in the
assessment, it appears to be contrary to the intent of what the NRC
guidance in the Review Plan (Enclosure 4) requests i.e., an independent
management assessment above or outside the QA organization. Additional
information is needed in the QA Plan to describe how the independent
management assessment can be performed with the QA organization
participating in the assessment process.

RESOLUTION

On page II-10, para. 4.2 the last sentence will be deleted. (See attached)
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4.0 MANAGEMENT ASSESSMENT

4.1 FREQUENCY OF MANAGEMENT ASSESSMENTS

Management assessments are to be conducted at least annually for
determining (1) the effectiveness of the system and management controls that
are established to achieve and assure quality, and (2) the adequacy of
resources and personnel provided to the QA program. Management is to verify
that the QA program is being effectively implemented and that personnel are
trained to the QA requirements of the program.

4.2 PERFORMANCE OF MANAGEMENT ASSESSMENTS

Management assessments are to be performed by the WMPO and each NNWSI Pro-
ject Participant. Each organization is to develop its internal procedures for
planning, organizing, performing, and documenting the management assessment
conducted, including the analysis and reporting of the results and the tracking
of recommendations. Copies of all management assessments are to be provided to
the Project Manager, WMPO and the WMPO PQM. The Project Manager, WMPO will
make appropriate submittals of management assessment reports to OCRWM

Although management above or outside the QA organization is responsible for
management assessmente activity, the QA orgization may participate in the
actual conduct of the management assessments.

5.0 PERSONNEL SELECTION, INDOCTRINATION, 2 TRAINING PROCEDURES

5.1 ESTABLISHMENT OF REQUIREMENTS

All NNWSI Project participants shall establish requirements for the
selection, indoctrination, and training of personnel performing or verifying
activities that affect quality. The requirements shall establish position des-
criptions that set forth minimum personnel qualifications and provide for
appropriate indoctrination or training or both, prior to initiation of activi-
ties that affect quality. In addition to the following requirements for indo-
ctrination and training, personnel performing activities that specifically re-
quire certification by applicable codes and standards (e.g., lead auditors,
inspectors, testers, nondestructive examiners, etc.) shall be
certified in accordance with the detailed requirements specified in Appendix C,
D, or F, as applicable.

5.1.1 POSITION DESCRIPTION

Minimum education and experience requirements shall be established and
documented in position descriptions for each position involved in the
performance of activities that affect quality.

REV. NO. ISSUED SECTION TITLE PAGE NO.
0 5/19/88 QUALITY ASSURANCE PROGRAM II-10



9. Paragraph 1.3. in Section XI of the QA Plan has been revised to

specifically state that only those test plans and 
procedures used for

qualification tests will be reviewed in accordance 
with the verification

requirements defined in Section III for design verification. 
It is not

clear as to why "qualification tests" have been added. 
Additional

information is needed to explain why procedures for other 
type tests

(proof, construction, operational, preoperational, prototype 
etc.) are

not reviewed.

RESOLUTION

NNWSI/80-9. Rev. 0, Section XI, para. 3.3,

follows: "Test plans and procedures shall

verification requirements defined in Para.

document."

first sentence will be revised as

be reviewed in accordance with the
2.4 of Section III of this



10. Paragraph 1.1 in Section XVII of the QA Plan states that. "All records

(including superseded records) shall be retained for the NNWSI Project."

At the March 18, 1988 meeting at NRC Headquarters in Rockville, Maryland,

it was our understanding that this retention period would be for about 50

years. The NRC indicated that they will be working with the NQA-3

Subcommittee to develop a consensus position on what records 
need to be

retained after closure, and for how long. Until such a position is

developed, the records retention issue will remain an open item that

will be resolved at a later date.

RESOLUTION

This item is informational in nature. This item is closed. No further action

required.



11. At the March 13, 1988 meeting in NRC Headquarters in Rockville, Maryland,

tne DOE stated that certain information contained in the DOE responses to

NRC's August 25, 1986 and November 21, 1986 requests for additional

information, will be included in the DOE/NV Waste Management Project

Office Quality Assurance Program Plan, WMPO/88-1. This will remain an

open item until the NRC verifies these responses has been incorporated.

into the 88-1 document. (i.e., RAI for 196-17 Question Nos. 5, 6, 1C, 17,

21, 38, 43, 4;, 46, and 51).

RESOLUTION

This item is closed with respect to the NNWSI QA Plan. It will be added to

the DOE Master Open Items Listing.



12. Pg VI-1, 1.1. has been revised tc describe certain documents not
subject to document control system such as inspection reports, test
reports, calibration reports, audit reports, etc. This was also
discussed at the March 18. 1988 meeting. This exclusion of such
documents form document control appears contrary to the definitions
of QA Record and Document contained in Appendix A of the QA Plan.

"QUALITY ASSURANCE RECORD: An individual document or other item
that has been executed, completed, and approved and that furnishes
evidence of (1) the quality and completeness of data (including raw
data), items, and activities affecting quality; (2) documents
prepared and maintained to demonstrate implementation of Quality
Assurance programs (e.g., audit, surveillance, and inspection
records); (3) procurement documents; (4) other documents such as
plans, correspondence, documentation of telecons, specification,
technical data. books, maps, papers, photographs, and data sheets;
(5) items such as magnetic media; and (6) other materials that
provide data and document quality regardless of the physical form or
characteristic. A completed record is a document or (and
documentation) that will receive no more entries, whose revisions
would normally consist of a reissue of the document (or
documentation), and that is signed and dated by the originator and,
as applicable, by approval personnel."

"DOCUMENT: Any written or pictorial information describing, defining,
specifying, reporting, or certifying activities, requirements, pro-
cedures, or results. A document is not considered to be a Quality
Assurance Record until it satisfies the definition of a Quality
Assurance Record as defined in this Appendix."

RESOLUTION

NNWSI/88-9, Rev. 0, Section VI, para. 1.1 will be revised to delete the
paragraph which begins: "Documents that are not subject to document control
requirements.. ." (See attached) This action is appropriate since adequate
document control measures exist in NNWSI/88-9.
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SECTION VI

DOCUMENT CONTROL

1.0 DOCUMENT PREPARATION, REVIEW, APPROVAL, AND ISSUANCE

1.1 METHODS

The preparation, review, approval, and issuance of documents such as
instructions, procedures, plans and drawings, including changes thereto, shall
be controlled through the implementation of methods that assure that only
correct documents are used. Document control shall be applied to the
following:

o Documents containing or specifying quality requirements.

o Documents that prescribe activities affecting quality.

Documents that are not subject to document control requirements such as
inspection reports, test reports, calibration reports, audit reports, etc.,
shall be subject to the records control requirements specified in Section XVII
of this document,

The document control system shall be documented, and the QA organization
shall provide the appropriate review, resolution of comments, and concurrence
with respect to quality-related aspects of the documents.

1.2 IMPLEMENTATION

Implementation of document control shall provide for the following:

o Identification of documents to be controlled.

o Identification of assignment of responsibility for preparing,
reviewing, approving, and issuing documents.

o Review of documents for technical adequacy, completeness, correctness,
and inclusion of appropriate quality requirements, prior to approval
and issuance.

o A method for the removal or marking of obsolete or superseded
documents to prevent inadvertent use.

o A method for assuring that the correct and applicable documents are
available at the location where they are to be used.

o A master list or equivalent to identify the correct and updated
revisions of documents.

o Coordination of interface documents.

REV. NO. ISSUED SECTION TITLE PAGE NO.

5/19/88 DOCUMENT CONTROL VI-1



Additional Items to be Discussed at July 8. 1988 Meeting
Which Require Clarification or Providec for information Purposes

1. In the QAP (pg xxviii, 2.4, xxxi, ¶ 2.8.1). SAIC is identified as an
integrating contractor doing safety-related work. It is not clear what
QA program they are working to.

RESOLUTION

NNWSI88-9. Introduction, page xxviii (last paragraph of 2.4) will be revised
to read: "SAIC/T&MSS provides broad technical. operational, and managerial
support for NNWSI Project activities and performs these functions in
accordance with the requirements of the WMPO QAPP."

2. Pg. II-1 of the QAP identifies an "unusual occurrence." What is this and
why isn't it identified in Appendix A for terms and definitions?

RESOLUTION

NNWSI/88-9, Section II. third paragraph of 1.0 which establishes requirements
for unusual occurrence reporting will be removed in its entirety.

3. Pg. II-2, 1.4 deletes "primary data" in (2) places. Why has this been
deleted and is the intent still to meet the definition of primary data in
Appendix A?

RESOLUTION

The term "primary data" was removed since existing data is not considered to
be "primary data" until qualified per NUREG-1298. This item is closed. No
further action is required.

4. No action required but for future QAP revisions and submittals, NRC
requests all changes be identified with vertical bars. There were many
changes made in 88-9 that didn't have vertical bars to identify such
changes.

RESOLUTION

This item is information in nature. This item is closed.

5. Pg. II-l, 5.1.4 of the QAP has deleted after "quality affecting
activities" in the st sentence that are complex in nature (i.e.,
assignments where it is deemed necessary to develop and demonstrate
initial proficiency." Instead, after "quality affecting activities', the
words, "if needed" have been added. Why this change?

RESOLUTION

It was clarified that this change was made for consistency with NQA-1, Basic
Requirement 2 (next to last paragraph). Assurance that personnel are
appropriately trained is accomplished via NNWSI/88-9, Section II, para. 5.1.2.
This item is closed.



6. Pg V-1, 2.0 in 198-17 used to require an independent technical and QA
review of all instructions, drawings, and procedures. 88-9 now states "A
review of all...". Why the change?

RESOLUTION

NNWSI/88-9, Rev. 0. Section V, para. 2.0 will be revised to read: "An
independent review of all instructions, procedures, plans and drawings shall
be performed by the originating organization to assure technical adequacy and
inclusion of appropriate quality requirements."

7. Pg XII-1, ¶ 2.1 has deleted, "The type, range, accuracy, and tolerance of
a measuring device shall be specified in test and inspection documents.
Why delete and where else is this covered?

RESOLUTION

NNWSI/88-9, Rev. 0, Section XII, para. 2.1 will be revised to add the
following sentence after the 1st sentence: "The type, range, accuracy and
tolerance of a measuring device shall be specified in test and inspection
procedures."

8. Pg. XVIII-5, s 2.1 and 2.3 nave deleted portions pertaining to
surveillance. Why and where else covered?

RESOLUTION

NNWSI/88-9, Rev. 0, Section XVIII, para. 2.1 and 2.3 will be revised to read:

2.1 PLANNING

Surveillances are to be performed to written checklists or surveillance
plans whenever practical. The documentation shall identify
characteristics, methods, and acceptance criteria, shall provide for
recording objective evidence of results, and accuracy of the equipment
necessary to perform surveillance. The specification of acceptance
criteria related to surveillances may be as simple as "to verify proper
implementation of procedures" or "to verify conformance to
requirements"

2.3 RECORDS

As a minimum, surveillance records shall identify the following:

° Item or activity.

Date of surveillance.

0 Name of individual performing the surveillance.

o Identification of the organization(s), activities, or items
surveilled, including the name or names of personnel contacted.



° Description of any deficencies, nonconformances. and potential
quality problems identified during the surveillance.

° Surveillance criteria.

o Equipment used during the surveillance.

o Results.

o Acceptance statement.

9. In RAI #13 for 196-17, NRC requested a description to assure the design
definitions between 10 CFR Part 50 Appendix B were compatible with 10 CFR
Part 60 and the Atomic Energy Act of 1954. The response still is not
clear as to what controls will be in place to assure the applicable QA
requirements of Appendix B will be applied to each stage of design
development, i.e., from conceptual design to final design.

RESOLUTION

NRC is presently evaluating the DOE rationale on the design phases.

10. The QA Plan states that design phases shall be assigned a Quality
Assurance Level prior to execution in accordance with methods specified
in the NNWSI Project Administrative Procedures Manual. The NRC staff
will review those procedures to determine if they are consistent with
NRC guidance and requirements.

RESOLUTION

NRC is presently evaluating the DOE rationale on the design phases.

11. In the process of the NRC participating in observation audits, we have
had the opportunity to perform a brief overview of the DOE contractor QA
Plans. We have noticed that the contractor QA plans tend to repeat the
196-17 1/88-9. requirements verbetum, without providing the necessary
details of how these requirements are implemented. The NRC staff
realizes that certain of the details will be in the particular QA plan's
implementing procedures. However, for the NRC staff to perform an
acceptance review, we do look for a certain amount of detail to be in the
QA Plan to assure that the regulatory framework for quality assurance is
sufficiently described in order to form a licensing basis. This is
particularly true in the area of organization where insufficient detail
has been provided to identify the organizational elements functioning
under the QA organization, their responsibilities, and authority. Also
not described in sufficient detail. are all the organizational elements
involved in performing quality affecting activities. Consequ ly, NRC
encourages the DOE. prior to submitting their contractor QA plans to the
NRC for review, that sufficient detail is provided in how the QA program
will be implemented.

RESOLUTION

This item is informational in nature. This item is closed.



NEW ITEMS ASKED RESULTING FROM:

o NQA-I
o NQA-3
o Draft R Plan

1. NQA-3, Draft 3, Revision 1, has what the NRC staff believes an acceptable
section on corrective action (Section 16, Enclosure 5). It contains
provisions which address trend analysis, reporting and resolving quality
problems, and recurring quality problems. Although not required, the NRC
staff recommends DOE look at this section for inclusion into their QA plan.

Similarly, NQA-3, Supplement 3SW-1 (Enclosure 6) contains provisions which
address supplementary requirements for design data control. The 1984 NRC
High-Level Waste Review Plan did not address this subject at the same
level of detail. Consequently, the NRC also recommends DOE look at this
section for possible inclusion into their QA Plan.

RESOLUTION

DOE will consider this Item during future revision of NNWSI/88-9. There is no
impact on NNWSI/88-9, Rev. 0. This item is closed. It should be noted that
NRC is not suggesting endorsement of NQA-3 but simply suggesting that DOE
consider these items.
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16 CORRECTIVE ACTION

The provisions of NQA-1 Basic

Requirement 16 shall apply, with the

following additions, modifications, and

Ampli1fications

16.1 TREND ANALYSIS

Trend Analysis shall be performed to
the following requirements:

(a) Audit reports, surveillance

reports, quality deficiency reports and

related documents shall be analyzed to

identify quality trends significant to

quality. Trend analysis shall be

performed in a manner and at a -frequency
that assures quality trends are

identified and evaluated for root cause,

effect on product or service, and for

appropriate action

(b) Trends determined to be
significant to quality shall be reported
to the organizations responsible for
corrective action.

16.2 REPRTING AND RESOLUTION OF QUALITY

PROBLEMS

Significant quality problems and
conditions which adversely affect
quality shall be identified, reported and

corrected in accordance with the
following requirements:

(a) Specific criteria shall be
developed for identifying significant
quality problems, unusual occurrences and

adverse conditions.

(b) Management information, including
lessons learned from significant quality

problems, unusual occurrences and
adverse conditions, shall be routinely

disseminated to all affected

organizations.

(c) Existing, developing, or

potentially out-of-control quality

conditions shall be promptly reported to

upper management for evaluation and

action.

(d) Upon discovering or receiving

notification that a significant quality

problem, unusual occurrence or adverse

condition exists, the following actions

shall be taken:

(1) Take timely actions to
remedy the specific
condition.

(2) Determine causative factors.

(3) Take appropriate action to prevent

recurrence including review,

evaluate, and revise controls if

necessary.

13
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(4) Assess and document

impact on completed work.

16.3 RECURRING QUALITY PROBLEMS

For recurring quality problems where

corrective actions have not been

effective, management, as needed, shall:

(a) Determine the events leading to the

quality problem's occurrence;

(b) Develop an understanding of the

technical and work activities associated

with the quality problem;

(c) Ascertain the quality problem's

generic implications;

(d) Determine the extent to which

similar quality problems, or precursors
to the problem, have been recognized by

the responsible organization, the-

effectiveness of any corrective actions

that were taken, and recognition of any

generic implications and impacts on

completed work;

(e) Consider stopping work associated

with the applicable activity; and

(f) Recommend remedial actions that can

be taken by the responsible organization

to preclude recurrence.

17 QUALITY ASSURANCE RECORDS

The provision NQA-1 Basic

Requirement 17 and Supplement 17S-1 shall

14

apply, with the following additions,

modifications, and amplifications.

17.1 SAMPLES

For nuclear waste reposi ory, QA

records include geotechnical samples, or

other materials that support data.

17.2 REFERENCE RECORDS

Documents and samples referenced by

final reports except readily available
references such as as encyclopedias,

dictionaries, engineers handbook,

national codes and standards, etc., shall

be retrievable f the QA records

system.

17.3 CLASSIFICAION OF RECORDS

In lieu of classifying g QA records as

defined in Supplement 17S-1 Paragraph

2.7, QA records for nuc ar waste
repositories shall be classified as

Post-Closure, Lifetime, o Nonpermanent

in accordance with the criteria specified
below.

(a) Post-Closure QA Records are those
records that would likely be cosulted by

potential human intruders to identify

the ocation of the geologic repository

operations area, including the
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SUPPLEMENT 3SW-1

SUPPLEMENTARY REQUIREMENTS FOR DESIGN DATA REQUIRING CONTROL

I GENERAL

This supplement provides amplified

requirements for control of data

processing used in design development of

engineered systems, characterization of

natural systems, and performance

assessment for high-level nuclear waste

repositories. It supplements the

requirements of NQA-1 Basic Requirement 3

and Supplementary Requirement 3S-1 when

and to the extent specified by the

organization invoking this Standard.

2 APPLICABILITY

This supplement applies to all phases

of data processing which affect the

quality of data. These phases involve

planning, collection, recording, storage,

transfer, reduction, analysis,

validation, and reporting.

3 PLANNING

The intended use of the data shall be

documented before collection as part of

the planning for data processing. Any

alternate use of the data shall be

evaluated for appropriateness and the

justification documented. Planning shall

assure compatibility of data processing

with any conceptual or mathematical

models used at each applicable stage.

Planning shall establish provisions for

data quality evaluation to assure data

generated are valid, defensible,

comparable, complete, representative, and

of known precision and accuracy.

4 DATA COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS

Practices, techniques, equipment. and

both manual and computerized methods used

to obtain and analyze data shall be

verified to assure they are technically

sound, and selected properly. Controls

shall be established for these processes

to assure they are properly used and are

free from tampering to maintain data

integrity.

Data Collection and analysis shall be

controlled by procedures of sufficient

detail to allow the processes to be

repeated. Where appropriate, quality

control checks shall be performed using

20
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recognized methods such as replicate,

spike, and split samples, control charts,

blanks, reagent checks, replication of

results, or alternate analysis methods.

maintained throughout the needed lifetime

of the data.

6 DATA RECORDING, STORAGE, AND

RETRIEVABILITY

4.1 Data Transfer and Reduction

Data transfer and reduction controls

shall be established to assure data

transfer is error free (or within a

prescribed permissible error rate) to

assure no information is lost in transfer

and that the input is completely

recoverable from the output. Examples of

data transfer include: copying raw data

from a notebook into a computerized data

form or copying from computer tape to

disk.

All processes which change either the

form of expression or quantity of data,

values, or number of data items (data

reduction) shall be controlled by

prescribed methods which allow for the

validation of the conversion process.

5 DATA TRACEABILITY AND IDENTIFICATION

All data shall be recorded so that they
are clearly identifiable and traceable to

the test, experiment, study, or other

source from which they were generated.

Identification and traceability shall be

The method of data recording (e.g.

laboratory and field notebooks, log
books, data sheets, computerized
instrumentation systems, etc.) shall be

controlled to avoid data loss and permit

retrievability. Controls shall be

established to assure data integrity and

security is maintained wherever data are
stored. Controls shall prescribe how

specific types of data will be stored

with respect to media, conditions,

location, retention time, and access.

Data shall be suitably protected from
damage and unintentional destruction
during their prescribed lifetime and
readily retrievable from wherever stored.

7 CONTROL OF ERRONEOUS DATA

Data that is determined to be
erroneous, rejected, superseded, or
otherwise unsuited for their intended use

shall be controlled to prevent their
inadvertent use. Controls shall include
the identification, segregation, and

disposition of inadequate data. The

basis for the disposition of erroneous

data shall be justified and documented.

21



2. NQA-1 Supplement 3S-1, Section 2.0, Design Input should be applied to
existing data and qualified data prior to their use as inputs to design.
(NRC Staff) (New SRP Pg III-6 #III-1.9)

REFERENCE: Page III-7, 2.2 of the QA Plan, "Design Input," does the
DOE apply design input to existing data prior to their use as inputs to a
design? It appears this paragraph in the QA Plan implies this.



3. Pace 11-7 17 III.III of the new RP. NQA-l Supplement 3S-2, Section 3.1,
Design Analyses should be applied to design and data anlyses. (NRC STAFF)

Page III-8 2.3 of the QA Plan provides a description for design
analysis. Does this include provisions to assure design analysis will be
applied to design and data analysis?

RESOLUTION

NNWSI/88-9, Rev. 0, Section III will be revised to include a section on
Scientific Investigation Data inerpretation and Analysis as follows:

INTERPRETATION/ANA ' SIS DOCUMENTS

Interpretation/analysis shall be performed in a planned. controlled, and
documented manner. interpreation/analysis shall be performed and
documented in sufficient detail as to purpose, method, assumptions, input,
references, and units such that a technically qualified person may review,
understand, and verify the analysis without recourse to the originator.
These documents shall be legible and in a form suitable for reproduction,
filing, and retrieval. Calculations shall be identifiable by subject,
originator, reviewer and date.

DOCUMENTATION OF INTERPRETATION/ANALYSIS

Documentation of interpretation/analysis shall include the following:

° Definition of the objective of the interpretation/analysis.

o Definition of input and their sources.

c A listing of applicable references.

o Results of literature searches or other background data.

° Identification of assumptions.

° Identification of any computer calculation, including computer type,
program name, revision, input, output, evidence of program
verification, and tne bases of application to the specific problem.

° Signatures and dates of review and approval by approriate personnel.



4. Material: A substance or combination of substances, such as parts,
components consumables, rock samples, and fluid samples. (Now RP
definition)

Activities related to Identification and Control of Materials. Parts,
and Components (17.1.8) are acceptable if:

Controls are estatlished and described to identify and control
materials (including consumables), parts, and components including
partially fabricated subassemblies. The description should include
organizational responsibilities. (Reactor SRP, item 8A)

Describe the QA controls that the DOE applies to consumables. (Backup
information attached as Enclosure 7).

RESOLUTION

DOE will evaluate this item and provide a response to NRC. There is no
present impact on NNWSI/88-9, Rev. 0.



Boyce H. Griar, AD/CSO:BO

In your letter of May 17, 1974, you noted that various opinions exist

within Regulatory, on the requirement for heat or lot traceablty, of
welding filler material used in the fabrication and construction of

nuclar plants and you requested that a clearly stated Regulatory

In this regard, Regulatory requirements for the idtification of

welding filler material covered in Appendix B and Section 50.5Sa
of 10 CFR Part 50.

Criterion V110 of, Appendix B requires that measures be estabished
for the identification and control of material, that these mneasures

assure that identification of the item is maintained by heat number,

part number, serial number, or other appropriate means thoughout the

fabricaton, erection, installation and use of the item, and that

these ceasures be designed to prevent the use of incorrect or defective
materials .

Sectioa 50.55a requires that componts which are part of the reactor

coolant pressue boundary meet the requirements of Section I1I of the

ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code or its predecessor (USAS B31 .7,

draft ASYE Code for Pumps and Valves, etc.) dependent on the construction

permit date of the reactor plant. Although several articles of Section

III relate to the question, the controlling article is NB 4000, Fabrica-
tion and Installation Requirements, in which NB-4122 calls for welding
materials to be identified and contolled so that they can be traced to

each component and/or installation of a piping system, or e1pe a control
procedure be employed: to ensure that the specified matrials are used.

We believe that requirements of Appendix B and Section III of the ASME
Code arc consistant in that the use of "controlled procedures " and

"appropriate means" other than "heat number" control are permitted toinsure that the "correct," "specifies," materials are used.

materials to be identified and controlled so that they can be traced to



Boyce H. Crier

It should be noted, however, that heat number control may be required
for other reasons such as the need to maintain surveillance in the
reactor vessel bolt line region. Also, under some circmstances heat
number control is the only practical method of assuring that the .
correct material is used. For example, in submerged arc welding the
combination of flux and weld material used for production welding must
be the same combination of materials that was used for the material
qualifying tests.

It should be further noted that the meaning of control procedure as
used by Section III of the AS&ME Code has not been established and is
presenty left to the discretion of the ASME survey team and the
inspector. In this regard ASME is presently organizing a work group
to prepare an appendix to Section III that would cover control pro-
cedure in detail. We propose that Mr. W. J. Collins of your staff,
who is a member of the task group preparing ANSI Standard NW45.2.17,
"Quality Assurance Requirements for Control of Welding for Nuclear
Power Plants," also serve on this ASME work group since both subjects
are closely related.

In summary, Regulatory requirements for the identification and control
of materials permit the use of means other than heat traceability for
control of welding filler material. We propose to establish guidance
on appropriate control procedures through cooperation with the ASME
Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code at which time a clearly stated
Regulatory position may be properly disseminated to the Licensees,
A&B's, 11SS suppliers and others as appropriate.
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UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

WASHINGTON. D. C. 20555

JAN 2 1975

QAB POSITION STATEMENT NO. 5

Subject: Expendable and/or Consumable Items

Policy: Expendable and/or consumable items whose quality is necessary
for the functional performance of safety-related structures,
systems, and components shall also be classified as safety-
related, and thus subject to applicable provisions of Appendix
B to 10 CFR Part 50.

Implementation: Include in our requests for additional information on
future PSAR, FSAR, or generic QA program reviews the
following:

How do you assure the service quality of those
expendable or consumable items necessary for the
functional performance of safety-related structures,
systems, or components?

Our acceptance should be based on documented provisions
that considers the significance of these items to safety
and establishes a requirement to check and document service
quality at an appropriate time.

Discussion: The consideration of expendable or consumable items as
safety-related arose in connection with fuel oil and lube
oil for the emergency diesel generators. Appendix B states
that " 'QA' comprises all those systematic actions necessary
to provide adequate confidence that a structure, system,
or component will perform satisfactorily inservice." There-
fore, the quality of expendable or consumable items must be
assured in an appropriate manner. Examples of this are as
follows:

1. Weld rod whose quality or specification could affect
the integrity of structures, systems, or components.

2. Tendon grouting and grease whose composition could
affect long term corrosion of structural tendons.



3. Oil used in hydr
generators whose
performance.

4. Fuel oil where q

and functional p

5. Boric acid where
operational para

cc: D. J. Skovh

QAB
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aulic snubbers and emergency diesel

composition could affect functional

uality could affect starting capability

performance of diesel generators.

quality cannot be verified by normal

meters.

Richard R. Vollmer, Chief
Quality Assurance Branch

Division of Reactor Licensing

olt,RL



5. Page II-6, 2.2.3.1 has inadvertently omitted "performance confirmation"

as required by 10 CFR 60.151. This is correctly stated in the

Introducation, pg xxii, 1.0.

RESOLUTION

NNWSI/88-9, Rev. 0, Section II, page 6, Para. 2.2.3.1, 4th sentence will be

revised to read:

"QA Level I control and documentation must be applied to activities, including

data collection, investigation, performance confirmation analysis, design,

construction, fabrication, operation, decommissioning, or sealing when they

are specifically concerned with the protection of the public's health and

safety with respect to a radiological hazard."



6. The CA Plan does not address in detail, what archival 
controls will be

afforded for samples and the protection period 
during which additional

information or analysis by the DOE, NRC or 
state may be needed, or during

which natural, time-dependent deterioration 
processes inherent to the

sample materials have not destroyed or substantially 
changed sample

properties. The NRC staff recommends the DOE review the 
guidance for

sample management in draft NQA-3 (Enclosure 
8) and consider using such

guidance for the waste management program. 
Note: The draft OCRWM

revised QA Plan, 2/5/88 considers certain samples 
as QA records

(Enclosure 9) and therefore, falls under the 
control of the QA record

program controls. (New RP Pg XVII-12 XVII.5.1)

RESOLUTION

The present requirements of NNWSI/88-9 are 
adequate for sample control

(Reference Section VIII, Part 6). The NRC will review/comment on the Sample

Management Plan when this document has been 
finalized. This item is closed.
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ply with the following additions and

amplifications.

8.1 SAMPLE MANAGEMENT

(a) Samples shall be identified and
controlled in a manner consistent with
their intended use. Such controls shall
define the responsibilities, (including

interface between organizations) for

collection, identification, traceability
and preservation of samples; including
archival samples; for test allocation,
and disposition of samples; and the
generation of associated records.

(b) Samples shall be identified by

placing the identification directly on
the samples when possible, or on their
container, or on a label or tag attached
to the samples or-their container.

Sample identification shall be verified
and documented prior to release for
testing or analysis.

(c) Identification systems shall assure
documented traceability of samples from

the initial source, through final
disposition. Measures shall be taken to

preclude the use of samples that have
lost their identity.

repeat sample collection activities such

as principal bore holes.

9 CONTROL OF PROCESSES

The provisions of NQA-i Basic
Requirement 9 and Supplement 9S-1 shall
apply for those activities affecting
quality considered to be special
processes, and shall be supplemented as
follows.

(a) factors to be considered in
determining if a site characterization

activity is a special process shall be
defined and used as appropriate for each
special process determination. Examples

of special process evaluation factors
are:

(1) Direct inspection of the process c
its results cannot be performed.

(2) Results of the activity (i.e.,
product) cannot be tested to
determine acceptability.

(3) Process critical parameters exist
which, if changed, require
requalification of personnel,
procedures, and/or equipment.

(4) Personnel qualifications or

training requirements are in exce

of those normally required.

(d) Representative archival samples

shall be maintained from difficult to

10



(1) Siting and Site Characterization Records

Drill hole testing procedures
Drill hole drilling procedures
Drill hole location surveys or maps
Drill hole logs and samples
Drill hole test results (including evaluations a

interpretations.
Geophysical logs and data
Geophysical test results
Self-potential (electrical) logs and data
Caliper logs and data
Radioactive logs and data (gamma, spectral-gamma, neutron-gamma)
Lithologic logs and data
Seismic and resistivity survey procedures
Seismic and resistivity location surveys or location maps
Seismic and resistivity logs and data
Seismic and resistivity test results (including evaluations)
Laboratory testing procedures
Laboratory record books
Laboratory testing data and data processing
Geologic maps and supporting data
Geologic library samples
Geologic and soil sampling procedures
Geologic test results
In-situ test results
Logs, maps, and geophysical data in support of subsurfa

correlation
Trench logs and data (including location surveys, maps, a

results)
Aerial mapping records (photographs and interpreted overlays)
Microseismic records (paper or magnetic tape)
Remote imagery reports and results
Groundwater and hydrologic regime maps and data (including

results)
Seismicity maps and supporting data
Fault maps and supporting data
Epicenter maps and supporting data
Isopach maps and supporting data
Model definition and development reports
Model acceptance criteria reports
Model verification reports
Model exercise reports and results
Hydrogeologic test procedures
Hydrogeologic test results and data
Atmospheric test procedures
Atmospheric Test results and data
Environmental study evaluations and results
Site characteristics reference documents
Test deviation records
Unusual occurrence reports

nd

ce

nd

ng

[O
31 9



7. Appendix 6 to 10 CFR Part 50 requires that tools, gages, instruments and
other measuring and testing devices used in activities affecting quality
are properly calibrated. This includes measures to assure that
calibrating standards have a greater degree of accuracy than the
standards being calibrated. NUREG-0800 provides guidance in this areas
follows:

Calibra:ion of this equipment should be against standards that have
an accuracy of at least four times the required accuracy of the
equipment being calibrated or, when this is not possible, have an
accuracy that assures the equipment being calibrated will be within
required tolerance and that the basis of acceptance is documented
and authorized by responsible management. The management authorized
to perform this function is identified.

Calibrating standards have greater accuracy than standards being
calibrated. Calibrating standards with the same accuracy may be
used if it can be shown to be adequate for the requirements and the
basis of acceptance is documented and authorized by responsible
management. The management authorized to perform this function is
identified.

In addition, the February 24, 1988 Draft 2 of IEEE 498 (Requirements for
the Calibration and Control of Measuring and TEst Equipment used in
Nuclear Facilities) requies the following:

5.1 Adequacy of Reference Standards

Reference standards used for calibrating measuring and test
equipment shall have calibration ranges, precisions and accuracies
such that the measuring and test equipment and ultimately the plant
equipment and ultimately the plant equipment cn be calibrated and
maintained within the required tolerances.

In general, the inaccuracy of the reference standards shall
contribute no more than one fourth of the a able measuring and
test ewuipment tolerance. That is, reference standards utilized to
calibrate measuring and test equipment must have an accuracy four
(4) times greater than the measuring and test equipment being
calibrated. This is depicted in Attachment A to this standard.

The rationale for deviating from these requirements shall be
justified and documented.

The consideration of the above positions, we do not see any provisions in
the QA Plan to assure calibrating standards used in the NNWSI Project
have a greater degree of accuracy then the standards being calibrated.
It would be preferable to include such a description in the 88-9 QA Plan
since these requirement will be transmitted to all the DOE contractors.



RESOLUTION

NNWSI/88-9, Rev. 0, Section XII, para. 
2.2 will be revised to add the following

sentences:

"Calibrating standards shall have equal 
or greater accuracy than ecuidment

being calibrated. Calbrating standards with the same accuracy 
may be used

if it can be shown to be adequate for 
the requirements and the basis of

acceptance is documented and authorized 
by responsible management. The

management authorized to perform this 
function is identified.
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Department of Energy
Nevada Operations Office

P. O Box 98518
Vegas, NV 89103-8518

JUN 2 3 1988
Ralph Stein, acting Associate Director, Systems integration & Reulations, HQ
(RW-30) FORS

AMENDED RESPONSE TO PREVIOUS RESOLUTIONS TO NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
NRC COMMENTS ON NEVADA NUCLEAR WASTE STORAGE INVESTIGATIONS (NNWSI) PROJECT

STANDARD OPERATING PROCEDURE NNWSI SOP-O2-Ol, REVISION 1

References: (1) Letter, Gertz to Kale, dtd. 1/5/88
(2) Letter, Youngblood to Stein, dtd. 3/24/88 4

This letter is to amend certain previous Waste Management Project Office
responses to NRC comments on NNWSI Project SOP-02-Ol, Rev. 1 and to clarify
certain aspects of the NNWSI Project Quality Assurance (QA) Program. The
amendments are the result of a comment resolution meeting held with the NRC in
Washington, D.C. on March 18, 1988. The amended responses are contained in

for establishishing the NNWSI Project position that special t
applicaticable to scientific to scientific investigations Enclosures contains

proposed changes to section III of the NNWSI Project QA Plan 88 Rev,
O which are intended to clarity software QA requirements Enclosure (3 )is

proposed to add Appendix B to the NNWSI QA Plan, NNWSI/88-9 Rev
software QA requirements.Enclosure contains propose changes to

NNWS17/88-9 Rev .O to clarify verification activities related to scientific
investigations Enclosure- provides the NNWSI Project rationale regarding

the assignment of Quatity Level to design activities.

If you have any questions or require additionel information, please contact
James Blaylock at FTS 544-7913.

Carl P. Gertz, Project Manager
WMPO:JB-2478 Wastes Management Project Office

Enclosures:
1. Amended Responses
2. Scientific Investigations

and Special Processes
3A. Proposed Changes to NNWSI/88-9

Regarding Software QA
38. Proposed addition of Appendix H

5. The Assignment of Quality Levels
to Design Activities JUN 2 3

C C F RECEIVED
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AMENDED RESONSES

1) PERFORMANCE ALLOCATION

Reference WMPOs JB-813, dated 1/5/88
Section III Comment B

NRC Comment

Performance requirements should be specified for repository system components to
support (1) identification of which items are important to safety and which
items are important to waste isolation, (2) establishment of a graded QA
approach, and (3) establishment of data gathering and analysts naeds (3.2).

Revised WMPO Response.

The preliminary requirements for each performance and design issue are found in
the issue resolution strategy sections of the Site Characterization Plan. The
NNWSI Project QA Plan, NNWS1/88-9, Rev. 0 Section II, Para. 1.5, establishes
requirements for the formulation of a Q-List. A Q-List is a list of geologic.
repository structures, systems, components, and activities that have been
determined to be important to safety or waste isolation, or both, and are
thereby subject to the highest quality assurance level (OA Level I) of the
formal NNWSI Project OA program. Revision 0 of NNWSI/88-9 added a requirement
that the Q-List procedure describe the Probablistic Risk Assessment (PRA
techniques and performance allocation methods used for identifying Q-Listed
items and activities.

2) PEER REVIEW

Reference WMPO: JB-813 dated 1/5/88
Section III, Comment B

NRC Comment

For design or design activities that involve use of untried or state-of-the-art
testing and analystis procedures and methods, or where detailed technical
criteria and requirements do not exist or are being developed, a peer review
should be conducted. ..The procedures defining the selection process for a peer
group, and the process by which the peer group conducts its review, should be
described. A peer review is a critical review performed by personnel who are
independent of, but have expertise equivalent to, those who performed the work.
Outside consultants should be retained for needed expertise where required
(3*8).
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Revised WMPO Response

The NNWSI Project QA Plan NNWSI/88-9, Rev. 0, Section III, Para. 2.1.4 requires
a peer review for design activities including design output documents that
involve use of untried or state-of-the-art testing and analysis procedures and
methods or vhere detailed technical criteria and requirements do not exist or
are being developed. Peer review is subject to the requirements of Para. 4.0,
including subparagraphs of this same section of the NNWSI Project OA Plan.
Revision 0 of NNWSI/88-9 added a requirement that peer review to an acceptable
method of design verification when the design is beyond state-of-the-art and
other methods of design verification are not feasible (Ref. Section 1II, Para.
2.4.6.4). Additionally, para. 4.0 of Section III of NNWSI/88-9 and all
subparagraphs were modified to clarify peer review requirements and require all
Participating Organizations and NTS Support Contractors to initiate a peer
review process, when applicable. Appendix A of NNWSI/88.9, Rev. O defines peer
review as & documented critical review performed by personnel who are
independent of those who perform the work but who have technical expertise at
least equivalent to those who performed the original work. Peer reviews are
indepth critical review and evaluations of documents, material, or data that
require interpretation or judgent to verify or validate assumptions, plans ,
results, or conclusions, or when the conclusions, Material or data contained in
the report go beyond existing state-of-the-art.

3) TECHNICAL AUDITS

Reference WMPO: JB-813, dated 1/5/88
Section Comment D

NRC Comment

Both technical and QA programmatic audits should be performed to:

I. Provide a comprehensive independent verification and evaluation of
procedures and activities affecting quality.

2, Verify and evaluate supplier's QA programs, procedures, and activities.



Revised WMPO Response

The NNWSI Project QA Plan, NNWSI/88-9, Rev. 0, Section XVIII, does not
specifically differentiate between technical and QA programmatic audits. Para
1.2 of this section requires that internal and external QA audits be scheduled
in a manner that provides coverage and coordination with ongoing QA program
activities. This paragraph also requires that audits be scheduled with a
frequency commensuate with the status and importance of the activity. Para.
1.2.1 of this section requires that elements of an organization's QAPP be
audited at least annually. In practice, the WMPO is conducting a program of
technical audits as well as QA programmatic audits on a selected basis. In
addition, the i.e. INTRODUCTION of NNWSI/88-9, Rev. 0, para 2.4 has been revised
to clarify that the WHPO has sole responsibility for authorization of work and
for management and technical direction of the activities of the Participant
Organizations and NTS Support Contractors through the issuance of technical and
programmatic guidance, technical integration of the Project, Project planning
and documentation, and QA programmatic guidance. Technical adequacy of the work
performed shall be determined via audits, design reviews, technical reviews,
management assessments, etc., as appropriate. Relative to Itex 2 of this
Comment, it is the WHPO position that requirements relative to evaluation of the
supplier's QA programs are governed by the requirements of Section VII of
NNWSI/88-9, which provides for other methods, besides audits, of verifying that
the supplier's performance is adequate.

4) RECORDS RETENTION

Reference WMPO: JB-813, dated 1/5/88
Section VI, Comment A

NRC Comment

Section 6.1.1 of the SOP identifies the scope of the document control program
include documents such is instructions, procedures, and drawings. The document
control program also covers other types of documents such as procurement
documents, specifications, reports (inspection, test, nonconformance,
calibration, audit, design, NDE, surveillance, inventory, and corrective
action), QAPP, annuals, computer software, certification, system
descriptions, logs, etc. (6.1).
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REVISED WMPO RESPONSE

NVO-196-17, Rev. 5, Section VI, adequately describes the scope of the document
control program and establishes the following parameters for documents that need
to be controlled: (1) documents containing or specifying quality requirements,
and (2) documents that prescribe activities affecting quality. Although certain
documents listed in this comment are subject to these requirements, such as
procurement documents, specifications, design documents, etc., there are certain
other documents listed that will not be subject to document control requirements
(e.g., nonconformance reports, audit reports, surveillance reports, corrective
action reports, logs, etc.). The current requirements for document control
contained in NNWS1/88-9, Rev. 0, are consistent with NOA-1 requirements
adequately describe the bound of the document control program. However ever, a
revision was made to NNWSI/88-9, Rev. O Section VI, para. 1.1 to clarify that
documents that are not subject to document control requirements such as
inspection reports, test reports, calibration reports, audit reports, etc.,
shall be subject. to the records control requirements specified in Section XVII
of this document.
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SCIENTIFIC INVESTIGATIONS AND SPECIAL PROCESSES

PURPOSE

The term "special" processes historically has been 'applied
to processes used to produce items that are physical structures.
The quality of the results of such processes (e.g.. welding) may
be uncertain and highly dependent on the mechanical or interpre-
tive skills of the individual performing the work. For these
reasons, additional controls were placed on the conduct of such
work, e.g., the requirements for the procedure to be used being
subjected to added tests and the individual being tested to
provide additional confidence in the skills of the worker. The
predictable results of such "special" process controls provides
adequate confidence and reasonable assurance that the process,
when applied, will provide an end product meeting the original
design intent.

In contrast, processes used in scientific investigations
focus on the controlled collection, preparation and analysis of
date: the results of which are intended to meet the licensing re-
quirements for a geologic repository as specified in IOCFR6O.
This paper discusses the nature of processes in scientific inves-
tigations, the distinction between traditional special processes
and describes the controls used to assure the quality of the data
gathered through the use of such processes.

DISCUSSION

Scientific investigations involve a large number of
different processes, both laboratory and field, directed to the
collection and analysis of data derived principally from the
natural environment in and around Yucca Mountain. This includes
studies of the waste package environment. There are at least
four parts to any scientific investigation; the collection of
data, the preparation of data, its analysis and its interpreta-
tion. All of these activities are controlled processes which
receive appropriate reviews and approvals as required by the
quality program. We focus it this report on the first three
activities since these are the ones most likely to be interpreted
as involving special processes.

The scientific studies include a wide range of activities some of
which are:

1. Cutting and retrieving core from boreholes:

2. Waxing core:

3. Identifying the minerals in a sample of tuff through
x-ray diffraction analysis of a powdered specimon;

ENCLOSURE Z
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4. Identifying minerals in a sample of tuff using thin
section analysis;

5. Preparing and analyzing geophysical logo from a
borehole;

6. Determining ground water level through monitored
boreholes;

7. Determining the chemistry of pore water# extracted
from a core; and

8. The shaping of a piece of core for resistivity or
induced polarization measurements.

This is a typical list and to not all inclusive however,
these scientific investigations utilize various analytical in-
struments which measure some parameter(s). The same variable is
the material and it is the variability in some parameter or
subset of parameters that is the object of the analysis. Note
that because most of this material to natural we do not know in
advance the parameters and their variability, The instruments
used in- analytes provide information (output) due to a specific
response between some input of energy and the material being
examined. The output is the results of a set of physical and
chemical laws that govern the interaction between the input
energy (e.g . , -x-ray bea m of some intensity) end the material
(*.g., a mineral).

Theoretical and empirical evidence of the adequacy of these
analytical instruments (with their associated procedures) to
produce th e desired results are established in a number of ways,
principally through appropriate calibration of the instrument end
through correlation with existing scientific literature. Given
that the analysis is performed correctly, we are confident that
the results reflect the parameter we want to measure because
there is a large body of literature which supports our reading of
the output. Further, this body of published support was obtained
through controlled laboratory processes utilizing calibrated
equipment and has broad a cceptance throughout the scientific
community, fundamentally, it is the mass of technical literature
describing known responses of material to known physical and
chemical laws that gives us confidence in our results.

The criteria in 10 CFR 60, Appendix a, represents at
adequate set of controls for the instrumental analysis used in
scientific investigations without the need to categorize such,
processes &S special. sections of the QA.Plan which are applica-
tion to the topic of this report are:

Section Il; QA Program - Personnel selected shall have
education and experi e nce commensurate with the minimum require-
ments specified in the position description.

2



Section III: Scientific Investigation and Design Control
Criteria for the planning, review/approval, and performance of
scientific investigations are prescribed. Scientific notebooks
and/or technical implementing procedures are used for describing
how the work is to be done and for documenting the activity.
Surveillances of scientific investigtion are conducted to
ensure that procedures are followed and documented.

Section IV: Procurement Document Control - Technical re-
quirements for equipment and services used in data collection,
preparation and analysis are adequately documented.

Section V; Instructions, Procedures, Plans and Drawings -
Activities affecting quality shall be prescribed and performed in
accordance with documented instructions, procedures, plans or
drawings. A technical review of the documents used to implement
the activities to required.

section VI: Document Control - applicable current documents
are available at the location where they are to be used.

Section VII: Control of Purchased Items and services -
Measures are established to ensure that purchased material,
equipment and services confor m to the procurement documents.

Section VIII: Identification, Control of Items, Samples and
Documents Procedures shall be developed and implemented to
ensure that samples are identified and controlled in a manner
consistent with their intended use.

Section IX: Control of Processes - Measures shall be estab-
lisbed to ensure that processes that affect quality of items or
services are controlled either by instruction, procedures, or
other appropriate means.

Section XII: Control of Measuring and Test Equipment
Measures shall be established to ensure that tools, gages, in-
struments, and other measuring and test equipment used it
activities that affect quality are properly controlled,
calibrated, and adjusted at specific periods to maintain accuracy
within necessary limits.

Section XIII: Bandling, Shipping, and Storage - Measures
shall be established to control packaging, handling, storage,
shipping, cleaning and preservation of material and equipment to
prevent damage, loss or deterioration.

Section XV: Control of Nonconforming Items -- Measures
shall be established to control items that do not conform to re-
quirements to prevent their inadvertent installation or use.

Section XVI: Corrective Action - A corrective action system
is defined to ensure that significant conditions adverse or
potentially adverse to quality are identified promptly and
corrected as soon as practical.
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Section XVII: QA Records - Records that furnish documenting
evidence of quality shall be specifled, prepared sad maintained
in accordance with NNWSI Administrative Procedures.

Section XVIII: Audits - All NNWSI Project activities will
be subject to planned and scheduled internal and external audits
to assure that procedures and activities comply with the overall
Qa Progress and to determine their effectiveness. The audit
program will be supplemented by independent surveillance
activities.

It is important to recognize then that there are controlled
processes governing the collection, preparation and analysis of
date in scientific investigations. The interest is not in the
sample per , but in physical or chemical parameters obtained
from the sample. Data is gathered from a sample the precise
parameters of which are not known in advance. If the processes
controlling the collection, preparation and analysis of the
material are adequate and documented as having been followed
during the activity by qualified scientists or technicians
(Sections II, III and V), reasonable assurance that the date
accurately represents the correct value(s) is obtained. to
further ensure the quality of the work, instruments used in the
data collection and analysis processes are calibrated (Section
XII) before and after measurements are made.

While it is true that standards are included to the analysis
of materials (e.g., standard tables for the identification of
minerals from x-ray diffraction data), there are to standards for
the staple itself. That is to say there may or may not be clay
in the sample and one or more clay mineral species may be
present. Similarly a technician may use standard solutions
(National Bureau of Standards (MSB) Standards) to calibrate the
recording instrument prior to a chemical analysis. This calibra-
tion indicates that the instrument is reading values within an
acceptable range and sensitivity.

The preparation of any samples must meet certain standards, but
these can be evaluated with objective tests the results of which
are not solely dependent on the certification and/or qualifica-
tion of the operator and the procedures. For example: thin
sections must be cut to a thickness of 30 microns (evaluated by
recognizing the appropriate birefringence "Color" of the
contained minerals in polarized light): core specimens it resis-
tivity and induced polarization measurements must be shaped on a
saw (shape is measurable) and waxed core wrapped at the drill
site to preserve the contained volume of fluids (preservation
determined by weighing. the sample at the drill site and weighing
it at the laboratory) illustrate this. In all of these examples
the uncertainty about the quality of the data (i.e., does the
sample measure up to standards) is very low.
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Although there are some parallels between control of
processes and special processes there are significant dif-
ferences.

1. The examples cited in 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, and in NQA-1 of
the application of special processes are focused on items that
are to be a permanent part of a facility rather than the
collection of data. Special processes as defined in Basic Re-
quirement #9 are as follows: "Special processes that control or
verify quality such as those used in welding, heat treating, and
nondestructive examination, shall be performed by qualified
personnel using qualified procedures in accordance with specified
requirements.

2. The quality of the resulting items is solely a function of
the processes having been performed and tested by qualified
personnel using qualified procedures. Since one cannot directly
test for the quality of the item (e.g., an item undergoing
welding), its quality can only be assumed predicated on the
confidence that the material will, when subjected to the same
process variables as those used during process qualification,
yield the same material or chemical properties. It is necessary
to establish the qualifications of the operator through some es-
tablished requirements (e.g., a written certification test or a
performance test).

The scientists end technicians performing scientific investiga-
tion are qualified on the basis of their academic record and/or

work experience (Section II) prior to their appointment.
Procedures in scientific investigations receive a technical
review for adequacy and completeness (Sections II. III, and V).
Quality is further ensured through calibration of the instruments
used in date collection, preparation, and analysis (Section XII).
Audito and surveillances aro coducted to be sure that procedures
are being followed and the work properly documented (Section
XVIIIl).

3. The item to be incorporated as a permanent part of a facility
must meet certain pre-esteblished criteria : codes or standards.
In special processes both the materials being used and the con-
trolling variables on the process being applied to the materials
are know Quantities and are included in the industry wide
standards or codes required for such activities.

The parameters for materials being studied in scientific inves-
tigations are not known in advance. The purpose of the inves
tigation is to determine, the characteristics of the material.
Except for situations where the size, amount or shape (e.g.) a4-
inch piece of whole core) of a sample is specified (and these are
all measurable features) the sample itself cannot meet some
predetermined acceptance criteria.

The evualation of processes in scientific investigations involves
several steps. Initially the purpose of the process (Which may
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consist of one or more technical procedures) must be detailed in
the scientific Investigation Plan (SIP) and the adequacy of the
process determined through technical review. Individual
technical procedures also reveive a technical review. If a
proposed process to beyond the state of the art, a poor review to
utilized. Those review processes are mechanisms for qualifying
processes. A review of a process must determine whether the
process is adequate for the purpose of the SIP. Adequate as used
in scientific investigations means that the process addresses the

issues detailed in the SIP and that there is sufficient
confidence that the results generated by the process can be used
in licensing. As part of the review process the reviewers must
determine it the controls specified in the 18 criteria of 10 CFR
60, Appendix B are adequately built into the technical
procedure(s) to produce quality results (.e., results in which
there is a high degree of confidence that they are acceptable for
use in licensing). Calibration of measuring equipment, confir-
matory or corroborative measurements by independent processes:
and the use of the 1B criteria exclusive of special processes
appear to be sufficient to ensure quality results in scientific
investigations.

SUMMARY

Processes in scientific investigations are oriented toward the
collection and the analysis of datas not toward preparing as item
for use to part of a permanent structure. Pre-established
acceptance criteria for samples or for the results of data
collection and analysis does not normally exist in scientific in-
vestigstions. The main variable it the sample or material and it
is this variability in some parameter or subset of parameters
that is the object of an instrumental and/or chemical analysis.

Process controls which have traditionally beea utilized where the
product of an activity could be sensitive to the mechanical
abilities of the worker (as in welding) or to the interpretative
abilities (as in nondestructive examination) will not provide
added assurance that the results of a scientific investigation
will be substantially more accurate. There are many scientific
processes used where the results do not depend on the ability or
understanding of the process by the technician or scientist at
a11 (e.g., automated ultraviolet spectroscopy).

The results of all scientific investigation processes used in the
High-Level Waste Repository program depend on the technical
abilities of the scientists and technicians to apply the laws of
physics, chemistry, engineering and other sciences. This is
supported by a very large volume of scientific date already in
existence and accepted by the scientific community and regulatory
bodies. The imposition of special process controls will not
provide increased assurance that the results of a scientific in-
vestigation is more correct or accurate than those controls
currently used.
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planning docoments themselves, even though they would normally accompany those
planning documents end go through the same review and approval process.

1.2.2 CONFORMANCE

Scientific investigation planning documents shall be prepared end Quality
Assurance Levels shall be assigned in accordance with the methods specified in
the Nevada Nuclear Waste Storage Investigations (NNWSI) Project Administrative
Procedures Manuel.

1.3 REVIEW AND APPROVAL PROCESS

1.3.1 RESPONSIBILITY

The responsible Participating Organization shell conduct a technical
review of the scientific investigation planning document. This review shall be
performed by any qualifled Individual(s) other than those who developed the
original planning document. In exceptional cases, the originator's immediate
supervisor can perform the review if the supervisor is the only technical ly
qualified individual, and if the need is individually documented and approved
in advance with the concurrence of the QAmanager of the originating
organization. Cursory supervisory reviews shall not satisfy the intent of this
requirement. The results of this technical review, end the resolution of any
comments by the reviewerw or reviewers, shall be documented, and shall become a
part of the QA records.

1.3.2 WASTE MANAGEMENT PROJECT OFFICE REVIEW

The WMPD Project Quality Manager and the appropriate WMPO Branch Chief
shall review and approve the scientific investigation planning document prior
to implementation. The WMPO PQM shall return the planning document to the
responsible organization's TPO upon completion of the WO review and approval
Cycle.

1.8.3 PEER REVIEW

A peer review of the scientific Investigation planning document will be
conducted when deamed necessary by the WMPO.

1.4 USE OF COMPUTER PROGRAMS

Computer programs that are used to support a license application shall be
documented and controlled as specified in Section III, Subsection 3.0 and
Appendix H of this Plan. The documentation end control measures shall be
consistent with the guidance contained. in NNREG-0856, "Final Technical Position
on Documentation of Computer Codes for High-Level Waste Management."
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2.3 DESIGN ANALYSIS

2.3.1 DESIGN ANALYSIS DOCUMENTS

Design analyses shall be performed in a planned, controlled, and
documented manner. Design analysis shall be performed and documented in suffi-
cient detail as to purpose, method assumptions, design input, references, and
units such that a technically qualified person may review, understand, and
verify the analysis without recourse to the originator. These documents shall
be legible and in a form suitable for reproduction, filing, and retrieval.
Calculations shell be identifiable by subject (including structure, system, or
component) originator, reviewer, and date.

2.3.2 D0CUMENTATION OF DESIGN ANALYSES

Documention of design analysis shall include the following:

o Definition of the objective of the analysis.

o Definition of design input and their sources.

o A listing of applicable references.

o Results of literature searches or other background data.

o Identification of assumptions and indication of those which require
verification as the design proceeds.

o Identification of any computer calculation, including computer type,
program name, revision, input, output, evidence of program
verification, and the bases of application to the specific problem.

o Signatures and dates of review end approval by appropriate personnel
including QA Personnel. The purpose of the QA review is to assure
that the documentation is preparad, reviewed and approved in
accordance with documented procedures and quality assurance
requirements.

2.3.3 USE OF COMPUTER PROGRAMS

Computer programs that are used to support a license application shall be
documented and controlled as specified In Section III, Subparagraph 3.0 and

Appendix H of this QA Plan.

2.4 DESIGN VERIFICAIION

2,4.1 IDENTIFICATION AND DOCUMENTATION

Design control measures shall be applied to verify the adequacy of design
and verification shall be performed in a timely manner. The responsibledesign
organizaton shall identify and document the verification method used, the
results of the verification, and the verifier.

O SCIENTIFIC INVESTICATION A DESIGN CONTROL III-
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2.6.2 INFORMATION TRANSMITTED ACROSS INTERFACES

Design information transitted across interfaces shall be documented and
controlled. Where it Is necessary to Initially transmit design informtion
orally or by other informal means, the transmittal shall be confirmed promptly
by a controlled document.

2.7 DESIGN OUTPUT REQUIRMENTS

2.7.1 DESIGN OUTPUT DOCUMENTS

Design output documents shall:

2.7.11 Relate to the design Input by documentation In sufficient detail to
permit design verification.

2.7.1.2 Identify assemblies or components or both that are part of the item
being designed. When such an assembly or compoment part is a commercial grade
item that, prior to its Installation, is Modifted or selected by special
inspection or testing or both, to requirements that are more restrictive than
the Supplier's published product description, the component part shall be
represented as different from the commercial grade item in a manner traceable
to a documented definition of the difference.

2.7.1.2 Show evidence that the required review and approval cycle has been
achieved prior to release for procurement, construction, or release to another
organization for use in other design activities. As a minimum the
review and approval cycle shall include the participation of the technical and
QA elements of both the responsible design organization and the NNWPO. The
purpose of the QA review is to assure that the documents are prepared, reviewed
end approved in accordance with documented procedures and quality assurance
requirements.

2.8 DESIGN DOCUMENTS AS QA RECORDS

Design documentation, including design inputs, analyses, drawings
specifications, approved changes thereto evidence of design verification and
records confirming interface control shall be collected, controlled, stored,
and maintained as QA records in accordance with procedures which meet the
requirements of Section XVII of this document.

3.0 SOFTWARE QUALITY ASSURARANCE REQUIREMENTS

3.1 COMPUTER SOFTWARE DOCUMENTATION AND CONTROL

For a geologic repository, computer software used to perform analysis in
support of the license application shall be controlled to the same level of
requirements as software used to perform direct design analysis. Auxiliary
software used to support primary analysis software shall be controlled at a
level commensurate with the complexity of that software and with the level of

REV NO. Issue SECTION TITLE PAGE NO.
0 SCIENIFIC INVESTIGATION A DESIGN 111-12
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commercial support available Supplemental, detailed requirements for the
development maintenance, end security of computer software based on the
software Life cycle model are contained in Appendix H to this QA Plan.

3.1.1 Each organization participating in the NMWSI Project shall prepare a
description of their software design, test and configuration management system,
and submit it to the next higher program organizational level for review and
approval. The description sha11:

o Provide criteria for application of the requirements of this section
based on the complexity and importance of the software used to perform
analysis in support of the design of a geologic repository.

o Indicate the methods to be used to develop computer program
requirements, to translate those requirements into a detailed designs
and to implement that design in executable code.

o Relate the types of documentation to be prepared, reviewed, and
maintained during software design, code implementation, test, and use.

o Identify the methodology for establishing software baselines and
baseline updates (changes) and for tracking changea. throughout the
life of the software.

o Specify the process to be used for verification and validation of the
software developed or applied to geologic repository design analyses.

o Identify the procedure for reporting and documanting software
discrepancies, including sources, ovaluating impacts of discrepancies
on previous calculations, and determining appropriate corrective
action.

3.1.2 Softwere shall be placed under configuration managent as each baseline
element is approved. Software baselino elements shall be uniquely identified
to assure positive control of all revision*; the identification of each code
version shall be directly related to the associated documentation.

3.1.3 Changes to software shall be systemstically evaluated, coordinated, and
approved to assure that the impact of a change is carefully assessed prior to
updating the baseline required action is documented, and the information
concerning approved changes is trantmitted to all affected organizations.
Changes to computer softwaro shall be subject to the same level of approval,
verification, and validation as tho original software.

3.1.4 Computer programs developed and/or modified shall be documented in
accordance with the applicable elements of MUREG-0866, Final Technical Position
on Documentation of Computer Codes for High-Level Waste Management. This
requirement may be met in part by existing documentation if properly referenced
and related to the NurEG-O856 requirements.
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3.1.6 Testing of software, including now or modified software, shal
performed for those inputs and conditions necessary to exercise the software,
identify boundary conditions and to provide a suitable bonchasrk or sample
problem for installation. The goal of testing is to develop a set of test.
cases that have the highest probability of detecting the most errors In order
to identify under what conditions the software does not perform properly.

3.1.6 Verification and validation procedures shall assure that the software
adequately and correctly performs all i ntended functions and that the software
doss not perform any unintended function that either by itself or in
combination with other functions can degrade the entire systems.

3.1.7 Existing software shall be qualified for use. This qualification shall
be based on the ability of the software to provide acceptable results for
specific applications and compilance with the requirements of this section.
Software that has not been developed in accordance with this QA Plan may be
qualified for use provided the software is verified and validated, a software
baseline established, and applicable documentation prepared to support the
software in accordance with the provisions of this section.

3.1.8 Procedures for determinatig the applicability of requirements and
mnaging i nterfaces i volving software, docmenat i on, configrat i on
Mangement, change, qualification, verification, and validation
administratively at the Project level, are contained in the NISI Project
Administrative Procedures Manual

8.2 DOCMUENTATION OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE

Documentation of scientific and engineering software Shall include the
following, as a minimum:

o Software requirements specification;

o Software design and change documentation;

o Description of mathematical models and numerical methods;

o Software verification and validation documentation;

o User documentation;

o Code assesment and support;

o Continuing documentation and code listings; end

o Software summary.

This docmentation is considered to be a QA Record and is subject to the
requirements of Section XVII of this QA Plan. Appendix H to this QA Plan
provides detailed requirements on the content of this software and other
computer software used on the NNWSI Project.
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3.3 SOFTWARE CONFIGURATION MANAGEMENT

All Participating Organizations end NTS Support Contractors shall
institute a software configeration management program approptiate to the
projects they conduct and shall provide documentation of this program to the
Records Management System (RWS). The minimum requirements for this
configuration management program shall be: (1) the inclusion of a unique
Identification, Including software version numbers whenever feasible, in the
output; (2) listings of the software; and (3) a brief chronology of the
software versions, including descriptions of the changes made between versions,.

4.0 PEER REVIEWS

The WMPO retains the authority and responsibility to initiate peer
reviews.

4.1 APPLICABILITY

4.2 GENERAL REQUIREMENTS
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1.0 OBJECTIVES

2.0 APPLICABILITY

3.0 TERMS AND DEFINITIONS
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4.0 SOFTWARE LIFE CYCLE

Requirements

Design

Implemontation

4.1 SOFWMARE QA PLAN
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o The software products to which it applies.

o The organizations responsible for software quality and their tasks and
responsibilities.

o Required documentation.

o Standards, conventions, techniques, or methodologies which shall guide
the software development, as well as methods to assure compliance to
the same.

o The required software reviews.

4.1.2 Regardless of the life cycle model used, the following requirements
shall apply as interpreted and defined by the organizations software QA plan.

4.1.2.1 Requirements Phase

4.1.2.2 Design Phase
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4.1.2.8 Implementation Phase

4.1.2.4 Testing Phase

4.1.2.8 Operations and Maintenance Phase
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5.0 SOFTWARE VERIFICATION AND VALIDATION

6.1 VERIFICATION

5.2 VALIDATION

6.0 SOFTWARE CONFIGURATION MANAGEMENT
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6.1 CONFIGURATION IDENTIFICATION

6.2 CONFIGURATION CHANGE CONTROL

6.3 CONFIGURATION STATUS ACCOUNTIN

7.0 DOCUMENTATION

.



7.1 SOME REQUIREMENTS SPECIFICATION

7.2 SOFTWARE DESIGN DOCUMENATION
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7.3 SOFTWARE IMPLEMENTATION DOMENTATION

7.4 SOFWARE VERIFICATION AND VALIDATION DOCUMEATION (TEST)

7.6 USER DOCUMENTATION

8.0 REVIEWS
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8.1 SOFTWARE REQUIREMENTS REVIEW

8.2 SOFTWARE DESIGN REVIEW

8 . SOFTWARE IMPLEMENTATION REVIEW

8.4 SOFTWARE VERIFICATION AND VALIDATION REVIEW

9.0 DISCREPANCY REPORTING AND CORRECTIVE ACTION
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10.0 MEDIA CONTROL AND SECURITY

11.0 ACQUIRED SOFTWARE
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12.0 COMPUTER SOFTWARE APPLICATIONS
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conditions prior to determining what its effect on quality
may be.
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